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INTRODUCTION

the report of'a commission formed by the Council
Basis EiducatUn UBE)-to study the place of history in the schools.
The CBE cc)Amistlion on the Teaching of History in Schools had its
origins in the fact that history is in trouble. TheCoMmission's
efforts have been sustained by the conviction that schools shoOld give
care to history, one of the disciplines which everyone's education
needs. Only history can provide the truly broad foundation on which
students can tome to understand themselves, and their World. How
history fell to its low estate,-how and when it has been moving over
and virtually out of the center of the school curriculum-where it
seemed so firmly located 75 years Ago, arenot the central concerns of
this report. The decline has been frequently addressed, whether by
professional historians intermittently-concerned over history°s "state
of crisis,".as one defined it in 1975, or by advocates-of the social .
studios, perennially seeking to give ortier, scope, and sequence to
their -"patchwork," as one of t1-em dem discoVered the to be in 1977.
The Commission went to workout of the-conviction- that the time is
ripe to do something about the decline. This report sets out what the
Commission believes-can-and should be done; reaches general agreement
on what history is and offers to the school curriculum; ensures a
realistic and irreducible, minimum of a history program;andAeterMines
who must cooperate to bring it about.

The Commission has concluded that much ofkhistorylstrouble in
the schools derives from a misunderstanding abodtwhat the subject is
and what it is not: History is not social studies,, although in many
schools the history teachers find themselves in a department of that
mane. The Commission does not take issue with the expansion of
secondary school history courses to include materials from such social
sciences, as government, economics, and sociology - -an expansionlin
which historiand took an active dart. What is of first concern to the
Commission is the result: today the social studies have substimed the
plade of history in the schools. Yet the social studies, however one
chooses to define them, are not history and cannot perform the role
of history. in the curriculum.



If history is not social studies, what is it? The Commission
concludes that it is essentially narrative, and that out of history's
narrative dimension comes its creative power. Through narrative,
human:experience is made understandable. _Seen in- this light, history
is much more than the.memorizing of fatts and dates that so often
students dismiss as boring. Remembering is not,knowing. Facts must
be acquired, but facts are not history. In the last analysis no one
actually learns history, but everyone learns from the narrative that
is history. Narrative, of course, must move, through time, and the---
Commisdion sees perspective, heritage, citizenship, and mental
discipline not only. as ends for education but among the chief benefits
of history.

If the,subject is to assume its rightful placesin the curriculum,
the t aching of history must be equal to the role. Too often teachers
have c me to their :classrooms poorly prepared-to teach this basic-
subjec whether because of insufficient study of history or meaning-
less certification requirements. Once in the classroom these history
teachers too often lack professional support from their counterparts
in higher education and the historical societies, and they are subject
to the full measure of miscellaneous duties that plague all teachers.
Their departments are too often the place where you hide your coaches."
In the Commission's view both preservice And inservice preparation of
history teachers must-feature mastery of their subject, starting with
a liberal education, a proper concentration in history, and good
training in historiography.

The Commission's recommendations on what history is to be taught
in the K-12 sequence, and where, begin by setting a limit to the
History young Americans can do without and still presume to be basically
educated. To be effective; the teaching of history requires a method
that suits the style of the teacher, is responsive to the aptitude of
the student, and is appropriate to the objective of the course.

It is the hope of the Commission that.its report will prove
encouraging to the teachers of history, sobering to those responsible

the preparation of these-teachers, illuminating to all who admin-
er, and ultimately helpful to students by rendering their courses

less of a bore, more of a pleasure, and even an inspiration.

Sponsored by the Council for Basic Education and funded by gran
from the National.Endowment for the Humanities and the Rockefeller
Foundation and supplemental grants from the Aetna Life & Casualty,
Foutdation, Inc. and the Imstitute.for Educational Affairs, the
Commission began its work in November 1979. Its 12 members and two
consultants represent a useful range of experience in the teaching
and writing of history in school and college. Both the preparation
of history teachers and the general public's hopes for school history
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were also represented on the Co fission. Thanks to a research
assistant, the Commission was able to survey the extensive literature
on the subject and to consult professional= organizations of historians
and teachers.who shared its concern. Meeting five times (twice
in Washington, D.C. and Boston, and once in Portland, Oregon); the
Commission's 14 rather strong-minded participants were able to reach
a consensus on the problem. All the Commission's members visited
classrooms in different parts of the country, and all are grateful to
the students teachers, and administrators who were unfailingly
hospitable. The project assistant, David Kolkebeck, helped the
Commission, as both an energetic researcher and an efficient chronicler
of the Commission's tortuous progress toward a final consensus. The
CBE staff were always cheerfully prepared to support the work-of the
Commission.

The text of this report is the work of James Howard the
Commission's project director, co-author of Bmpty Pages, and editor of
Basic Education. He patiently endured the efforts of the Commission
to write a report in full committee, and the more sustained efforts of
the consultants and the chairman, who served as an editorial committee.

Perhaps the=most heartening, satisfying aspect of the Commission's
work,- for both project director and chairman, is the fact that even-
tually the (ommission unanimously endorsed the report. If a group so
varied in background and experience could reach such agreement, perhaps
the time may indeed be ripe and history will find the way back to its
rightful place in the schools.

September 1982 Thomas Mendenhall
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I

History and a FulleraLife

"In the reconstruction of American schooling
that is going forward, I would put properly
taught history second on the list of Reis
to be achieved--right after literacy.'



"History is bunk," said Henry Ford--but no one took him seriously..

Since Henry Ford's:time, historians- have multiplied and prospered.
David Hackett Fischer writes in The New Republic about "young historians
rocketing- along at a great rate .. sustained by a new confidence in
their calling which is stronger. than at any time since the 19th cc tury. -
Popular Interest in the past has reached unprecedented proportions. The
long run of The Adams Chronicles" on teleyision; the phenomenal sales
of -books in John Jakes's "Kent Family Chronicles"; the extraordinary
attention given Alex Haley's Roots--all bear witness. Such developments
reflect more than nostalgia or escape from the present.

The truth is that history can mean a richer, fuller life for
people. All people. History is valuable, even necessary, not because
it teaches them "survival skills " .or assures them of job opportunities,
but because it is one of the subjects on which their entire education
depends.

"Both_logic and experience suggest," Clifien Fadiman wrote in 1959,
"that, certain subjects have generative power." Fadiman was explaining
the idea-of basic education at a time when the "life adjustment" notion]
of education was infiltrating the schools. It was the persuasion of
many individuals prominent in the education establishment of the day
that the traditional subjects of schooling were not appropriate for the
masses of young people coming along after the World War 11 baby boom.
They did not hold that all children could, or needed to learn such
academic stuff; and under their influence, the familiar turriculum.of
elementary and-secondary edudation gave way toinstruction deemed
better for socializing the young. Today, the life adjustment. notion
has been born- again, wrapped this time in "survival skills" and embedded
in the curriculum of many schools. At the same time, ironically, the
"back-to-basics movement" has festered a popular conception of basic
,education that threatens to settle for minimum competence in the
perennial Three Rs.
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"Basic education," Clifton Fadiman continued, "concerns itself with
those matters which, once learned, enable the student-to learn all the
other matters, whether trivial or complex, that cannot properly be the
subjects ofelementary and secondary schooling .... It has been the
general:experience of men that certain subjects and not others possess_
this generative power. Among these subjects.arethose that deal with
language, whether or notone's own; forms, figures, and numbers; the
laws of nature; the past; and the shape and behaviour of our common home,
the earth. Apparently these master or generative subjects endow one
with the Ability to learn the minor or self-terminating subjects. They
also endow 0110, of course, with the ability to learn the4higher, more
complex developments of the master subjects themselves. *

History in the se ois today-overshadowed and
undervalued in the riculumL often neglected
by professional hist rians and found boring by
many students.

History is one of these master subjects, and the pity is that
people get so little of __it in school. They get A lot of what iacques
Barion has called "bald factual listing punctuated with dates" and a
good deal of subjects called social studies pre ous little real
history. Those who say they "hate history" .ecause the have had
nothing but s punctuated wit' dates do o understand what

rthey are leerningthose -6 have mistaken a assortm n of social
studies for history do no know what they have Either-way,
their education is. basically deficient.

In most schools today the 'subject of history is umed by.
the curricular genus of "social studies."' Teachers of *tory belong"
to social studies departments, they commonly. identify them -elves as
-social studies teachers, and they teach other subjects in dittos to
history. Parents are likely to presume that if their-child-en are
taking any social studies courses, -they are learning history, They may
or may not be.

The term social studies" came into use in the 1920s afte two
decades of efforts on. the part of academicians (including A.num er of
historians) to reform American education. Their earnest endeav r was
tomake education more appropriate, more functional, for a socie y that
since the late 19th Century had been expanding prodigiously and c anging ,

dramatically. They intended to exploit new-knowledge and new fork of
knowledge, notably the social sciences. To carry out that intention,
teachers' colleges.and university schools of education raised up p
fessional social studies educators who, over the years, have adapte
the social sciences for use in the'schools, revised the treatment of
history, and introduced a:variety of new subjects. The aim has becom-
Co provide "an integration-of experience and knowledge congerning
human relations for the-purpose of citizenship education.



"The content of social studies is a smorgasbord of this and that
from everywhere," say Professors Robert D. Barr, James L. Barth, and
S. Samuel Shermis in Defining the Social 9tudied. "It isas confusing
and vague as is the goal of citizenship." History is only one of 25
"disparate areas" identified in a recent study under the social studies .

rubric. The others range from anthropology, career education, and
consumer education at one end of the alphabet to sexism education,
social psychology, and urban studies at the'other--with lege education,
moral education, and multicultural education in the middle-. _However
legitimate in the curriculum of schooling any of these may be, or how-

-ever useful-in the lives of schoolchildren, none of_these--other-Subjects
is history, and none is generative or basic.in the sense that history is.

In general, the focus of social studieS is the present; the aim,
prepare students too narrowly for the here and now.- in 1981, when
he was New York State's Deputy Commissioner of Education, Robert
Spillane'spoke of social studies as "cur6ent-events-based," and
called for a "history-based curriculum."- Referring to recent devel-
opments in Poland, he said, "Only people who have studied-history for
its own sake and have experience thinking clearly and writing -about
the events of the past will be able teeny to comprehend these crises
and the crises of the future which we cannot predict'today.''- The
practical value of studying the past could hardly be better-put.

The social sciences and their adaptations,for schoolteachingmore-
over, deal largely with fragments of human experience--sociology with
conditions of unemployment, for example, political science with govern-
ance, anthropology with.comparative_cultures; By contrast, history
uniquely provides the continuity_ that gives human experience-wholeness.
And just as a tailor' had better know all his.customer's measurements
before he cuts the sleeves and trousers of a suit, so a- child in, school
needs to gain some comprehension of human experience whole before bding
able to make sense of the fragments.

Yet history ts'basic'to all learnin ever sub e

Literacy is a condition of education, the prerequieite., History '

provides away of weaving,together the threads of learnin&-current,.
traditional, analytical-into whole cloth. Martba-Doert
Toppin calls:it the glue that holds together skills, concepts, and facts
"culled from'across the curriculum" and prevents'them Bom becoming "like
pieces of a jigsawpuzzle scattered across the table." She makes the
point-that history reconstructs the human context in which ideas such as
freedom and equality have meaning. "Finally," She maintains, "a knowl-.
edge of the past increases our optiOns. Things do. got have to*be the

'way they are in oar neighborhood, in.our suburb, in our time. We are
not isolated or insulated lathe present. ".We -are not leashed to the
limits of our own experience. Ikvare not time's orphans.r".Hiliory is
not just a subject that is "good for you if you're a thinker," as one

12



social studies educator has said. It is a subject needed by everyone
who hopes to become educated.

This repos7Z argues that history is one of the basic disciplines of
education.. Although history still appears in the curriculum of most
schools, it has been stripped of much of its value. Its peculiar
organizing power is not recognized or understood. Teachers are poorly
prepared to teach history, and until more are better prepared, American
-education and American students will suffer the lack of this basic
discipline. The following chapters speak to the urgency of these
conditions, as CBE's Commission discovered them.
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The Dominant Cimicu um

We may be living in histOric times, but
_history as a field of study is experiencing
a highly publicized crisis of neglect ....
Sociat studies, partly out of an attempt,to
broaden its appeal and scope, has undergone
a steady -reduction n the amount of history
in its curriculum.



Every day; in thousands of classrooms across the country, teachers
'routinely press the facts:of history on tens of thousands of students.
Virtually every state now makes history a requirement for high school
graduation, and it would be difficult to find a district in any state
where the curriculum does not feature the,subject. How can-anyone say
the amount.of history in the schools is declining?

The cover of the May 1980 issue of Social Education delineates
what recent studies have found to be -the-dominant social studies
curriculum- pattern in the U.S. today." Here is the pattern, kinder-
garten to 12th grade:

K = Self, School, Community, Home

1 - Families

2 - Neighborhobds

Communitie

4 - State History, Geographic Regions

5 - U.S History

6 - World Cultures, Western Hemisphere

7 - World Geography or History-

American History

9,- Civics or World Cultures

10 - World History

- American Histo-

- 12 - American Government

13



History as-it is taught roday:LlEtallL
required but poorly'learned.

With so much exposure, young Americans might reasonably be expected
to know at least their own country's history pretty well, but evidently
they do not. In 1976, The New York Times conducted a nationwide test of
college freshmen "to measure in this bicentennial year the level-of
historical knowledge of an important segment of the population. As
multiple-choice tests go, this was not an easy one; but, as the social
studies 'coordinators or history chairmen in 18 schools in six cities
agreed, a college-bound high school graduate should have been able to
score at least 70 percent. In fact, only one student in 12 &cored that
high.

Reporting the results, Edward B. Fiske, Education Director of
,The New York-Times expressed concern less about the memorizing of facts
than about the understanding of them by students entering college from
American high schools. "They may know about the high points of American
history," Fiske observed, "but their knowleqge of details and the context
of these epochal events does not run deep. "-= And one of the freshmen
who took the Times test iommented, "Let's face it, de Tocqueville was
right: we are mediocre."

There is no:dearth of data to confirm such'estimates, or even to
suggest that they are generous. In 1978, the National Assessment of
Educational Progress found that the ability of 177yearolds to explain
the essentials of democracy had declined 12 percentage points in six
years. An article in The WashinEtom Posr of January 16, 1979, reporting
a Gallup Poll, led with this sentence: "Only three percent of the
nation's 17- and 18-year-olds can correctly identify Alaska and Hawaii
as'tl last two states to join the Union."

. Th e statistics, however, do not tell us what is actuallyhappen-
ing in history classrooms--whatand how teachers. are teaching, or how
their s dents respond. To find out what is happening, it is necessary -,
to be _

_

classrooms where teachers and students are giving .and taking
courses that make up the curricula of our schools.

U.S. History k232, for example, proved to be one teacher$
version of the 11th-grade course one high school requires of college
preparatory students. The school's curriculum description said this
about A 232:

U.S.- History is required by law for all atudents.
This survey course is'designed to familiarize the
student with the American Experience and seeks to
mold in each student a sense of pride and appre-
ciation for_ our country's development.

14.
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In their textbook (History USA, by Jack Allen and John L..Bates),
the students had reached the decade preceding the Civil War. Beyond a

disinclination to allow his charges to leave 'school unpersuaded that
the North was at least as much to blame as the South for the War Between
the States, the teacher was little tempted to go beyond the text. His

standard operating procedure was to furnish each member of the class
with a ditto sheet of questions on the current chapter.' Questions
of the multiple-choice, true-false, or fill-in-the-blank variety could
be answered in a sentence or two, if not in a word or a phrase. For
Chapter 12, there were 51 questions. Here are samples:-

--Multiple-choice. The Chief Justice who made the ruling against
Dred Scott was A. John Marshall B. Earl Warren C. Roger

--Taney- D.---John Jay,

--True-false. Douglas managed to win the Senate seat from
Lincoln in Illinois in 1853 because his fellow Democrats were
elected to the state legislature which in turn chose the Senators
from that state.

--The was a se.ret organization .which
quietly assisted fugitive slaves in escaping to the North.

--When the case finally' reached the Supreme Court, how did Chief
Justice Roger B. Taney rule on it?

With few exceptions (there was only one exception among the 51
questions for Chapter 12), all the right answers were in their textbook,
and the students were expected to dig them out, record them on their
ditto sheets, and be prepared toanswer the questions in class recit-
ation. When a volunteer gave a wrong answer, the teacher gave the
correct one. When the volunteer was right, the teacher might elaborate
for a moment before proCeeding to the next question.

This recitation made for slow but thorough coverage of material.
Class and teacher were congenial enough, but there really was no dis-
cussion. From time to time during the course of-the school year, the
standard procedure was varied when a student made special preparation

: to conduct the class4 and,one period a week was set aside,-regularly,
for a movie, at which attendance was not required. Once concerned about
writing, the teacher had long since left."grammar and all-that" to his
English-teaching colleagues,- and at examination time, questions like
those on the ditto sheets made up the examination.

History as it .is taught today: imposed
values And meaningless facts.
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The variables are far too many to call any class typical. U.S.
History A232 might better be called: "average." There are more--and
less--imaginative teachers, more and less able students.. Assuredly
there are less congenial classes, not to say classes where poor
discipline and disorder are more the rule than the exception. Yet
A232 is in the mainstream of the schoolteaching of history. It is
in what social studies educators call the "citizenship transmission
tradition," which, they say, most teachers follow. In Defining the
Social Studies, the authors explain that "citizen traasmissioniteachi_ers
begin with a set of oughts and givens--that is,-knowledge, assumptio las,
and beliefs which are trsated as self-evident truths which need to te--e
accepted at face value." Whether this explanation is always oparet lye
or not, it is patently true that oughts and givens so dominate the
schoolteaching of history that students are bored to teats with "fam ts"
that seem irrelevant to them and to the world In which they find the=m7
selves. When an Illinois high schoolasked,graduates from 1974 and
1977 for "input from the. clients we serve," history cougses earned t77he
distinction of being the least valuable they had taken, and one of
the freshmen who took The New-York Times test put the matter this wa-7y:
Who cares w at went on back then? We have enough to worry about in=

the future.

There was a time when little or nothing more was expected of
history in school than the Inculcation of facts for moralistic and
patriotic ends. It may be that two and three generations ago teaches
were more successful in making inculcation interesting or that because
schoolchildren. were less mature (we are told) and had fewer of the
distractions with which advancing technology has since. "enriched"
young lives, they were content with such instruction. Times and
students have changed, and educators have made attempt after attempt
to keep up. Although none of the attempts has unseated the transmis=msion
tradition, one attempt deserves recognition for its promise.

History as it is taught wday:_discovering
history through the New History.

The so-called inquiry method emerged with what was dubbed he*

New History" of the 1960s. ,In part a latter -day reaction to tradi-
tional teaching and learning, it was also in part a concerted effort
to apply the disciplines of the advancing social sciences to history
in the schools. The argument for this departure was that "the
student learns best as an active inquirerby, asking questions and
pursuing their answers--rather,than when he is asked, as an end in
itself, to master the answers of others to questions which may
quite irrelevant to him. or Which he maycmly'dimly understand. Lex=
two proponents of the New History explain. Charles G. Sellers q _ter=
Richard H. brown:

16



This "dis covery learning,- as Professor Brown calls it,
is not co fifined to the use of original soxarces or to a
simple we shod of learning. Like the hist crian_, the
student "x.4111 doubtless learn both inductd_-zely and
deductive__My, porsuing his question not oil y to the
original sources but to good books, to re Terence books
such as a text, to the findings of social scientists,
to anyorie who can tell him something he v..rnts to know,
even the teacher ." Necessarily abandonin the tradi-
tional go-al of "coverage,- discovery learning instead
asks "what the student can be expected to do with the
subject 1_=.= terms of his own development." Through the
intensive study of selected episodes the student is in-
vited ove r and over again to discover for himself pare-
--dox and ii ±ony, to confront dilemma, to =elm that not all
problems are solvable, and to appreciate -the nature and
uses of v_alue judgments, while practicing making them."
Tme hope is that the student, "in trying explain for.
himself wThy particular human beings acted as they did in
pa.rticula r situations, will deepen his ourra understanding
of what i i is to be human, that he will c.otne to appreciate
man's nec-essity to act in the midst of unertainty, to
grapple w-Ith the moral dimensions of man' behavior, and
to compre fiend sor fully the nobility and frailty of the
human condition.

The New Histor-y did not sweep away the old.. its methods of in-
quiry or discovery were so radically different from the accustomed prac-
tice of many tesches (and required so much more tr.m.ining and preparation
than they had) that many resisted. These who used -1-1.e method were not
all or always suctesful when it came to "poatholin---the inquiry
techniqtie of diggi,n into history here and there, rather than plowing
the surface of the retire field. They dug holes, .h+ .t they did not
finish the fence the posts were intended to support. Nor did they
have the materials __to show them how. Critical of textbooks written
to make the New Fitsory a classroom reality, France FitzGereld
comments, "The form of the inquiry text permits autl-kors f8 avoid what
they choose to, and some of them avoid the main isstes."

Nevertheless, his effort to "e education fo losing a dimen-
sion which history done can bring"

m rz

was not without virtue or effect,
. If, when it was sti-11 new, the New History did not draw a mighty follow-

ing in the schools, it was up against students who -m-ssurned that learning
was a passive ocCtIption, mot a self-directed endeaw-or. One member of
the Commission recta -Ms a group of students who were Indignant because
their teacher used l New History textbook to insist on a single point of
view. All year they argued with him, drawing c=on Materials in the
book, only to find t the end of the course that they had learned
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a great deal of Amer &can history. in such way% as this the New
History his had its influence. it remains an option that c__=hallengee
properly trained, we 11-preparei teachers, and hewn enhanc e tradi-
tional. teaching.

Hilt T a!-_: it is tau lit today; innovations
in tl r Dope of catchithe

In recent years , social studies educatots have tried t sweeten
the bitter- pills hf citizenship transmission---eften, if not = 'aimays, to--
the detriment of his -tory. During the expansive _1960s and early 1970s
it was the innovatily- 4e teacher, principal, or school that en== Toyed
prestige a=id popularity in most communities, especially Vi-tert new
features o.f instruct 'ion could be billed as -egiting." Man= of the
innovatiorr that proyed ineffectual have been Eillandoned and forgottan,
and the bak-to-basi._ s mentality has combined wilha genera=1.1 need for_
budgetary metronchatett to end the fashion. the covuiDion = f teachers
and settooL to 'provLmzde excitement is still strong, however, and the
diluting sid arlulter-tion of history continues.

One has only ta browse through school social studies programs to
get an ide.a othe var _ety of changes., Some°= °Zilce theiretrodetion of
"gut sours 4es" stoderr-zs may elect to meet history.tequiremen.. ts--amount
to concess J_on, pure .rid simple. Some represent the initimtve of
teachers or curricula specialists who want, sincerely eriOURm7;11, TO make
history inzeresting, or at least meaningful, to indifferent or' restive
pupils. It-i_tch of this new pedagogical tackle le worth no rtioe than its
novelty. Still, to eject it hook, line, and Sinker would Rioe_neither
to fish nom- cut bait

Folic History, fr instance, can serve to enlighten the study of
almost any period or movementAmerica's westward expansion, for an
obvious example. Ou of the stuff of recollection comes xib.t is now
called "or. m.1 history To listen to an old-tivaertecall tlas gone by
(better still, perhaps, to record him recalling) may not prr=-,vide
students w-th altogeher accurate -information, burputting =them in
touch with a 91-yearold survivor of the Titan_lealy give tr--i.em a sense
of that historic disster's reality, and at the same time gve them an
opportunit to learn how to ask questions about the past. ttempting
histories ,stlf their flier flies or home towns can give students an appre-
ciation of their hertage that neither teachers not textbooks can,
affording -hera at th same time the experience nfresolving conflicts
of evidences and the --=iriceless benefits of wrird-hgto learn. The pro-
fession suffers get t all if, for a few short weeks, s tx.tta or eighth-
graders, om- even- higl=i school students, are calledstudent bialstorians.

Activities like these are not out of place, It is conelvable
that, under- the supe=.vision.of a teacher well trained in hitory, any
or a combination of -.hem might constitute an entire history course for
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elementary school children. For high school students, such activities
can have important supplementary value, althoughthey annot take the
place of more comprehensive and disciplined study.

History- as it is on
makes a show of histo but needs active minds.

Television is a different problem. The ''vast new presence.--
12

is not an innovation schools and teachers are free to -ake or leave.
Widely recognized now as a present danger to education, television is
also a present reality in education. Explaining that, like sc400l,
television is a total system of teaching and learning, Neil Postman
argues persuasively, "Not only is television acurricul___Inm, but it
constitutes the

lj
major educational enterprise now being undertaken in the

United States.' All but one in a million Schoolthild_lren are enrolled
in the TV curriculum, many for more than all the hours they spend in
schools. Prim. time and all the time, televisiongoes right on teach-
ing, no matter what goes on in the schools..

There are many, many questions about the role of t==elevision as a
teacher. The question here is, how does television aff ect the teaching
of history in schools? Of course, history is not a maj or subject in
the TV curriculum, but now and then documentaries take viewers into
history, and splendid productions _such as "TheAdaas Chronicles"
occasionally bring the past to life for those wbowatch_. And there are
"Roots" and "Holocaust." Surely all tkese toggtbe a bo -on to school-
teachers who strive to make history intetestlngmd meaningful.

They ,may be. Teachers who know enough history to help students
distinguish-between fact and fiction can use these shows to good
advantage, but it is important to remember thattelevit.ion "does, what
its structure makes it do, and it teaches es'itaist."- Television
teaches*by putting on a show. That is what itegructure makes it do;
that is how it must teach. TV documentaries are"dooud-:ramas"; even,the
television produced expressly for instructioaalhe in =schools (ITV)
teaches by putting.on shows, with good guys andhd guy:-s and happy
endings.

This is not to suggest that good teachers may not -also be good
performers. The classroom, after all.has everhen a -1place for show
manship, and teachers are often remembered as great pre -- because
they put on good shows. One recalls Walter.(Butur) lis l at Princeton
a generation ago, giving his famous lecture OnGaribald=i, or watches
John Rassias stride costumed into his class totake the part of

, .15
Montesquieu and teach "in a storm of'theatrics"at Dartummouth today.
But good teaching and showmanship are not one and the 13-..zame. Nor have
television performers the pedagogic earnest OfeBuzzer Hall or a John
Rassias.
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Both a danger to and a reality in education, television may fr
time to time lend interest to the schoolteaching of history, but it can
hardly do more. The mere knowledge of a fact is pale," says Mark
Twain's Connecticutlankee, "but when you come to realize your fact,
it takes on color.- Television can help students realize their facts.
Given the pervaSiveness and the appeal of television, history teachers
have an opportunity--perhaps a responsibility--to exploit the TV
curriculum. Even if.they do not show television in class or assign it
for homework,-they are sensible to find out what programs their
students watch. Those programs that draw on or purport to be history
offer teachers an opportunity, not simply for comment and discussion,
but most especially for teaching their students how to be critical in
their use of the new medium. Teachers who passed over the television
productions of "The Adams Chronicle,- -Roots,- or "Holocaust" forfeited
one of the most available means they now have of helping young people
to learn and make good use of history.

A teacher makes the point, "When you something about TV, all
of a sudden yOu've got instant attention.-- Television will exploit
teachers who do not exploit television.

The new historians did not succeed in saving the day_ for history,
but history still looms large in the dominant curriculum of the social
Studies. Much diluted and often adulterated to a degree that renders
its content indistinguishable from ordinary personal opinion, the
subject of history is virtually a universal requirement for high school
graduation--and students find the subject boring. Most teachers follow
the sturdy tradition of citizenship transmission, pressing values and
facts ("oughts and givens") on students, who find them-of little worth
or interest--in a word, irrelevant. Neither television nor any other
innovation of recent years has done much to help the students comprehend
their facts or hold the values as their own.

History as it is taught today:_ historians
shareresponsibility_for school textbooks and
teacher preparation.

The explanation for this contradictory state of affairs is compli-
cated, more cultural than educational. Nevertheless, professional
historians and teachers of history have to answer for the situation.
That'is to say, while they cannot be held entirely responsible, it is to
them we must look for a remedy.

In a review of contemporary historical writing in the United
States, Michael Kamen Observes that "the [historical] profession has
grown rapidly in recent years, its geographical scope and methodologi-
cal_sophistication have increased dramatically; and, most of all, a
creative proliferation offsnew historical literature is altering our
perception of the past." Kammen details the "vocation shifts" in
the profession, brought about by
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T7siantitativemethods and computer technology; by the
--cLiscovery"of women, blacks , ethnic groups, the
16aboring udso-called dange rous classes; by the
& ..ipplicationof social theory- and psychoanalysis; by
t ine striking growth of area studies programs by the
d___evelopmentof urban and rural history as sophisti-
c=ated gennsthat have been enhanced by the applica-

_lon of historical geography- ; and by the emergence
oaf local histor=y and histori cal archaeology as
l_nriovative sub-disciplines w,7Ith far-reaching
i _implications,

Creart=ve as it say be, the proliferation of new historical litera-
ture has nt>--t been much of a boon for s-tudents in school. Historians
who came of age following World War IL , Kasen acknowledges, "Tgchewed
traditionalriarrntinhistory-in faVbr of -anAiytteal-hiatery;- -And--
like other contemporary professionals, historians sincehav2otended to
he speciali sts, cultivating narrow str=ips of a broad field. - Eugene
Genovese, a-- past president of the Orga=nization of American Historians,
deplores fact thst"overspecializa--tion is reaching new heights of
absurdity," He writes,

was bed enough when economic history was mechanisti-
c_-_ally divorced from politica-Z:1 history, and social history
f-lrom intellectual history. IMMow we have such further
f---ragmeatation as the separaton of econometric from
1Institutional-economic histo=ry, and o

I
quantitative:

from noncpantitative social history.

All of which is to say that the people who write history are not
yet writing much thatis usable in school. Their special interests
have effectmaally abetted fragmentation of the knowledge of human expe-=
dence and but thened of touch with AMthe need of young students to o-gain
some compre71nensioo of human experience whole. As Charles Sellers admit
Wd a decadme ago, college professors hasave been

cm.omplacentlyindifferent to the freshman and sophomore
curses that afford the only opportunities for hiStorical---
Darning to the vast majorit-iey of students, and to the
h=istory courses in the schooMis that afford the only op-
pcAmirtunity for historical leamrning to the vast majority
o the population. Worse, wt=aen we had thought About
-tianese channels for historicaMIL learning at all, we had
nc=,re-or less unconsciously eczanceived of them in terms of
tianeir utility in preparing sEL;_udents for the advanced
httLstoricaIlearning that moat= of them would neverthat
urmadertsite.-
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Of such is the ivory tower. Richard Brown translates the Sellers
confession into a blanket indictment: The sad fact of the matter is
that the historical profession has reallhbeen guilty of almost total
indifference to the world of education. Brawn ism professor who
recognizes the basic place of history in the schools, and he law scored
his peers for their failure to help train schoolteachers of history
properly. "The fault," he said in 1965, "lies not so much at_- the feet
of those people who train him [the teacher] in methods course, as it
does at the feet.. those who do not train him properly in the so-called
content courses."

On balance, Brown was probably right. In addition, the JFailure of
university and college professors to set an example of teaching that
encourages self-directed learning may account for the plight cf history-
teaching in the schools. Let it be acknowledged at once that in the
schools today there still are excellent teachers of history. Excellence,
however, is lamentably rare.

History as it is taught today: the great
variation it the preparation and comititgent
of those who are called-on to teach history

There are more than two million teachers now in practice in public
schools. Their average age is 36. The qldest'among them probably had
some pretty solid, fact-oriented history when they wenttosdaool--
American history without a doubt, very likely ancient history, and
perhaps English or European as well. Others arrived after' the now-
dominant curriculum was more or less in place, when the downgrading
of history was under way and adulteration advancing. The majority
took "tqacher education" programs as undergraduates lncollege.
Those who intended to teach history may well have had nothing more
than freshman and sophOmore courses in which they were not trained to
use evidence critically. Having met the other requirethents aErer
graduation, they were certified or licensed as social studies teachers
under state regulations that require. little and sometimes, no special
preparation in history;

ith bac rounds like that, only the brightest and best can be
expected t ivy scents the benefits of history as set oat next in
thi t. But evs n that prospect dims when newly certified teachers,
m'et thpir classes. ew professions or occupations leave beginners so
soon or so utterly on their own as schoolteaching. Young teacbers
rarely have the close. support of mentors whose knowledge and experience
they need; and even as they gain experience of their own, their teaching
is informed largely by bland "instructional materials'" that have been
approved for their use by higher authority often as remote from the
actual classroom as a state adoption committee.
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There is no denying that state certification requirements leave
the door wide open to poorly prepared teachers of history. It is
possible that the authorities, who make the requirements up carry on
under the tenacious misapprehension that "social studies is history
anyhow." More likely, superintendents of schools and-principals are
grateful to have a curriculum area like social studies, plastic enough
to conform quietly to miscellaneous requirements of school administra-
tion.

Nowadays school administrators-are obliged to marshal a parade of
"educations" that have nothing to do with the traditional curriculum.
We have mentioned career education, consumer education, and one or two
others. The line of march is long, however, and even as death education
goes by,- the end is not _in sight. Perhaps because many of these'can be
associated more plausibly with citizenship than with quadratic equations,
or irregular verbs, these "educations" are more likely to be added to the
teaching,loada of history and social studies teachers. One teacher said
to the Commission, "We're kind of a dumping ground for anything that
comes along."

When shrinking school enrollments make necessary -redaction in
force,- untenured or junior teachers of history and social studies give
place to senior teachers of home economies or music, because it is
generally assumed that anyone who has a collegwrlegree can teach
history and social studies-though not physieA or French.

And administrators have to find teaching billets for the coaches`
of athletic teams. The curriculum supervisor of a= Midwest school
district called social studies "the place where you hide your coaches."
Although coaches in classrooms are not the unexceptionable scandal many
would like to believe, it is probably true that more coaches are social
studies teachers than teachers of any other academic subject. We do
not doubt there are first-rate history teachers among them, but to the
best of our knowledge there is no intellectdal basis for the correlation
between coaching sports and teaching history.

The coincidence is common, though perhaps not everywhere as
striking as it isin Iowa. There, a survey of the public schools
found that in 1977-78, ,-almost 40-percent of all the history teachers
in Iowa coached a sport, and 37 percent of the respondents of our
questionnaire identify tiL7nseives as coaches." These teacher-coaches
"place less value on having a major in history than do their non-
eoaching'colleagues"; and superintendents concede "that the necessity
of filling coaching positions sometimes results in the appointment of
history and social studies teachers who are less competent in thelE
subject area than. non-coaching candidates for the same position.-
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- The Iowa study does not prove that Coaches make poor history
teachers. It simply indicates that in one state1 coaches and history
teachers are commonly the same individuals, and that they tend to be
casually qualified to teach history and preferto-be identified as
coaches. Most imporEd, ,the study expoes v. order of public prior
ities that mines the field of history teachin in every state. The
importance of winning teams in .interscholastic athletic comgetition is
not loqt on superintendents who value theirjobs, and if the price of
winning teams is losing history classes, so be it.

EllAtot_1_221-1Stca:12/41ypieuntiatp-resolt.

If the air rings with cries that our young citizens know too
little history, and if polls and surveys persist in particularizing
their ignorance, there is no reason to be surprised.' The ringing and
persistence serve warning, and we neglect it only at the students'
peril.

The warning is not that we confront another routine crisis which
we can'meet with routine crisis mentality. It is that our highly
prized democratic educationthe education we pay so much for, count so
much on--is unraveling-. Although it does provide young Americans with
useful skills, important information, and even some ideas of signifi
cance, the tie that helps make these fragments of learning comprehen
sible and holds them together has come undorie.To borrow a figure
from the writer and philosopher Alston C ese,'"fission has replaced
fusion as a source of energy on campus.

The condition is serious. - Unchecked, it will-bring up a Citizenry
of inANduals who may be expetts bait yet lack the kind of education
that suss ins a society -of free women and men. History alone cannot
save society from fragmentation, but it can help mightily to give
coherence tolthe subject matter.of-education, to make democratic
education effeCtive. The momma -' -to dolbidet'seriously the benefits of

IPhistory has 'arrived: *
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His o he_Commission Se

-The past is one way--and not the worst
way--of acquiring the -fight and the criteria
to judge the present.



Underlying all the-reasons for the "lamentable state of history in
our. educational system- is a misconception compounded by a presumption.
The misconception is the persistent and pervasive notion that history
-is-nothing but an aggregate of facts; the presumption is that mere
'knowledge of the facts -- knowing them by heart"--will ensure the benefit
of good citizenship.

)
There are hosts of adults out there" who remember history as a

dreary business of keeping kings on the right thrones , --preaidenta-tn-----
their proper order, laws, battles, and treaties paired with their dates-.
They have a hard time remembering dates, and facts bore them. Like
others who avoid writing because they hated grammar and never could
spell, they give history a wide berth. History may be important, but
it is not for them.

These good souls, many of them, hold college and university
degrees. They are practical people. They may not reject history as
bunk, but they probably agree with Henry Ford that an educated man is
not one whose memory,is trained to carry a few dates in his head--he
is one who is trained to accomplish things.... You may fill your head
with all the 'facts' of all ages, and -our head may be just an over-
loaded, factbox when_you_get_through.

Yet even such unhistorical or even antihistorical folk probably
know more history than they suppose. They may recall "stout Cortez,"
for example, when with eagle eyes/He'stared at the Pacific and all his
men/Looked at-each other with a wild surmise/Silent; upon a peak in
Darien." And who dA7'An't know that "In fourteen hundred ninety -two/
Columbus sailed the ocean blue"?. Rhythm and rhyme_have made 1492 not
only an unforgettable date, but that immortal doggerel's subject and
verb--"Columbus sailed"--have helped generations of Americans remember
the story of one of history's greatest excursions. The phrase recalls
Europe at .the end of the 15th century, reaching and pushing out. It
brings to mind Columbus himself--persuasive, persistent, brave--who,,
sailing westto reach-the-Fast, began the history. we call American.'



What is history? It is a or-y,_

of a particularly _creative sort.

That story is history. The date serves only to help put the story
in perspective. Simply defined, all history is story. True story.
History tells what real people have actually done over time, and insofar
as their motives and objectives can be ascertained-, history seeks to
explain why and answer, "What of it?" Its truth makes history important;
its narrative form makes history intelligible and vital.

Let it-be saidTit-once-thAt'66t-aIl-htatery-it equally-intelligible--
and vital. Sueh qualities-depend upon the skill of the teller or, as it
may be, the teacher. Nor are all histories equally important, true as
they may be. This is because virtually any human endeavor that lasts
long enough has a history. Big business has a history. So has bee-
keeping, but the history of bee-keeping is important to fewer people
than that of big business. These and many other histories-will always
be told for the edification of those to whom they are important.

Saying that all history is story is neither to imply that the
subject is nothing but bedtime stuff for children nor to suggest that
for adults its value is not different from that of a Gothic novel,
or-even-a-literary-classic. Although- pro fessional historians might
be hapRier with some such definition as "critical thinking about the
past," to define history as story is to feature the form that gives
the subject its peculiar generative' quality.

"There is more to narrative form than meets the Eye or the ear,"
says Professor Stephen Crites of Wesleyan University.- Arguing pro-
foundly that it is through "sacred" and "mundane" stories that one gains
a sense of one's self and one's world, Crites insists that "only
narrative form can contain the tensions, the surprises,the disappoint-
ments and reversals and achievements of actual, temporal experience."
History, we have said, is true story--the actual, temporal experience
of men and women whose tensions, surprises, disappointments, reversals,
and achievements have made our world., To know something of their
experience is to broaden one's sense of the world and of one's place
in it.

"Put remembering is not knowing," Crites continues. "Its chronicle
is too elemell, too fixed, to be illdminating.. Experience is illum-
inated only more subtle process of recollection." He illustrates
with the recollection of this episode from his own childhood:

In an-impetuous fit of bravado'I-threw a rock through
a garage windOw. l retell the' exact spot ,on the ground
from which I picked up the rock. I recall the wind-up,
the pitch, the rock in mid -air, the, explosive sound of_ ,

the impact, the shining spray of glass, the-tinkling
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hail of shards falling on the cement below, the rough
stony texture of the cement. I recall also my inner
glee at that moment, and my triumph when a playmate,
uncertain at first how to react, looked to me for his
cue and then broke into a grin... Then I recall that
moment in the evening when I heard my father's return-
ing footsteps on the porch and my guilty terror reached
a visceral maximum the very memory of which wrenches a
fat adult bellyfor remembering is not simply a process
in the head! The details of the scene that ensued are
likewise very vivid in my memory...

I have had many insights into this chronicle that
I Could not have had at the time its events occurred.
Yet the sophisticated new story I might tell about it
would be superimposed on the image-stream of the
original chronicle. It could not replace the original
without obliterating the very materials to be recollect-
ed in the new story. Embedded in every sophisticated
retelling of such a story is this primitive chronicle
preserVed in memory. Even conscious fictions presuppose
its succe sive form, even when they are artfully
recorded.

What Crites calls recollection is nothing less,than the =power to
abstract, which makes possible the explanation, manipulation, and
control inherent in knowing, as distinct from remembering or memorizing
facts. "In this sense," says Crites, all knowledge is recollection."

Facts, to be sure, are important. Without them as the relatively
firm building blocks of truth, there would be no subject of history.
And just as it is fundamental to know some facts or some functions to
proceed in any subject or discipline,-whether it be mathematics or
science, music or art, or any other, so the study of history must begin
with-events, happenings, and experiences we call history. Facts are
not the end of the study, however.' Few are driven to history by a
passion for miscellaneous information or incidental intelligence. It
is the human need to know and understand thatfimpels us to-recollect
the events and experiences of history.

The etymologies of both "history"'and "story" go beyond differing
antecedents to their common beginning in a word that means "learned" or
"knowing,- and it is not a coincidence that the first historians were
storytellers. So have the great historians down through -the centuries
been Storytellers; and their narrativesllaveimade it possible-for us to
consult the experience of the past, to understand our world and-redognize
our place in it. 'If young people today are to become educated women and'
men in more than a superficial or perfunctory sense, they need history's
stories to consult.
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What is history? It is the heritage
of both the individual and the -ou-

"History7 said Carl Becker, -is no more than things said and done
in the past." What are young people expected to do with these said-
and-done things? Why, specifically,' do they need to consult history's

stories?

_tine-_ reason is _to become acquainted with their_heritage. 'the word

rings with hollow rhetoric, but when heritage is taken literally to mean
that which is inherited, the word becomes big with meaning,- Ignorant
heirs may waste their substance with riotous living; those who know the
history of their inheritance are more likely to use and enjoy it con-
structively. Collectively, the citizens of the United States have
inherited some 3.5 million square miles of land peopled by successive
immigrations from the rest of the world, developed and exploited under
the leadership of hosts of heroes and villains, and characterized by
distinctive institutions and cultures.

Heritage is more than history, and to learn all'one's heritage (as
if that were possible) one must turn to other subjects -for expert
-knowledge of political and economic institutions, to political science
and economics; for heroes and villains,ito biography and folklore; for
literature, art, and music to the arts.; Yet because heritage accumu-
lates over time, there is no way of making its acquaintance without
consulting history. The experiences of stout Cortez and of Columbus
are part of our heritage. So are the /commitments of those worthies we
honor as the founding fathers, the travails of rhe 'pioneers who crossed
the continent and opened up the West,/and Lindbergh's, heroic solo flight
across the Atlantic. Slavery is as real a part J- our heritage as the
Emancipation Proclamation, and so are both the aamirable achievements
of American-industrialists and their)wanton exploitation of people and
resources. All this and much more belong to our heritage and to the
actual, temporal experience we call history.

The acquaintance with their heritage that students make in school
may be superficial and fragmented; Critical and extensive, or something -

in between. To develop a reliable sense of the world that is really
theirs, they need as much as they can get,' and history is the subject
that gives them most.

Does it follow that they need history=to-be-gobd citizens? If

good citizenship means only the feeling commonly mistaken for patriotism
or unwavering loyalty to a party line, the answer is clearly "no." If

it means constructive participation in organized society or the body
politic, "yds." But let the reader be wary. -Neither history nor any
social studies course intended to teach citizenship can make good
citizens. It is folly to presume that because young people. have been
exposed, to the Constitution and the Bill of Rights they-Will be defenders



of American democracy, or that because they know something ahout nation-
al or local elections they will flock to the polls and judiciously cast
their ballots.

Good citizens are not made or produced in school,, People Only be-
come citizens. Whether students become good or poor citizens depends on
what they have learned to value, in and out of school--in their homes and
neighborhoods, from television And all the other media that bring the
facts, fictions, and confusion of human life to their senses. If history
in school has indeed given them an appreciation of their heritage
chapces are that history will affect their citizenship for good. Those
who have no proper acquaintance with their heritage can hardly be citi-
zens, except in a legal sense. Those who are familiar with it are lihely
to be citizens in a fuller sense--not only or necessarily by casting
ballots or seeking public office, but by seeking to safeguard or to
change the conditions and opportunities they have inherited. The seeking
of some is bound to be wrongheaded or ineffectual, and that of others
will be corrupted by self-interest or ambition. Notwithstanding, history-
enhances citizenship. To paraphrase Martha Doerr Toppin (see Chapter 1,
reference 10), knowledge of our heritage increases our options. "Things
do not have to be the way they are in our neighborhood, in our suburb,
in our time."

What i!:histo is at the centert o

the curriculum, for it rov_ides_ a dimension
to all sub ects as well. as own kind of
mental disci line.

History is a mother subject in, education that envelops many of the
other subjects that make up the curriculum of schooling. Most of the
social sciences were the actual offspring of history, ad in many
instances the social studies have cannibalized their parent, history.
But history now draws data and concepts from all the social sciences,
and the development of -the physical and natural sciences offers "facts"
that history does not overlook. Developments in mathematics and tech-
nology, in music, literature, and the arts, are part of the past that
history examines, too. (These subjects, of course, have histories of
their own that find places in the curriculum, more often in college than
in school, however.) Becauseso many other subjects do--and any may--
become part of the subject of history, history provides the context for
all learning in school.

But history's basic role in education by no means depends entirely
on the value of the subject's content.' The purpose of historyin school
is not so much to fill the minds of the. lea -r. young as it is to train
their minds. Not only does good citizenship (in the sense we have
acknowledged) call for trained:minds; good achievement in almost every
human endeavor -- public, private, or personal -- requires disciplined
intelligence. Our society has never been more aware of the ne$d fdr



trained minds, never more intent on having the schools graduate young,
people with certified skills; the minimum competency movement bears
Witness. Beset locally, nationally, and internationally by difficult-
ies of disheartening complexity and unprecedented magnitude, society
cries loudest for problem-solving and decision-making skills. Today,
innovators in education understand that the best case they can make for
any proposal is to tout its merits for teaching decision-making and
problem-solving.

Schools that are sensibleof the need to train young minds should
recognize the proper if not the singular role history can play in meet-
ing the need. Even the simplest historical narrative depends upon
factual accuracy and orderly development, and any study of. history
requires appreciation of context and a critical eye for the strength or
weakness of evidence. In history class, therefore, discussion of
alternative,views demands some command of the relevant evidence in just
this fashion. Homework, so often slighted these days, is a prereqaisite
for successful learning in most high school subjects. But any history
teacher with reasonably high expectations is under-special Timsaoro_tp
see that it is done not only regularly but intelligently, through
interesting, manageable assignments of note-taking and writing.

Any study of history that approaches sophistication calls for
research, analysis, and synthesis, not to say imagination and clear
exposition, all of which are indispensable in solving problems and
reaching decisions. Other disciplines offer training in the same skills,
but it is history that always provides the context of change over time,
which.is necessary to put human problems in perspective and afford the
detachment for making decisions. intended to solve them.

What is history? -It is the
training and exerci

History dels centrally and comprehensively with the phenomenon of
changes over time, and perhaps its chief benefit is that property of
mind known as perspective. Just as high places afford long views and
as woodsmen can distinguish tre o rests, so history helps
people view human events in true re = tionships and recognize the
difference between a crisis and a condition. needs the perspective
of history to be spared the disappointment of Utopi_ expectations,
and to avoid treating every difficulty as a problem, every problem aE-
a crisis.

To suppose that a child in school can gain the erspective that
comes only with experience would of nsense.. However, to
insist that in school, history can ford young minds the training to
gain perspective with experience ma es the best of good sense.
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Historians use good, hard data in their quest for truth, but of
necessity they often work intuitively, and imagination plays an indis-
pensable part in auy reconstruction of a true story out of scattered
historical facts. By the same token, history calls on its students to
stretch their imaginations.- They must learn to put themselves in the
places of others--to imagine what it was like, for example, to be a
farmer or a merchant in colonial New England, a British empire-builder
in the 19th century, or a German student between the two world,, wars.
This kind of exercise helps adolescents understand that positions dif-
ferent from their own and their parents' can be as reasonable and
tenable as theirs, and that although history does not repeat itself
the dilemmas and dangers of their own time are not without preceden
Humankind has survived recurrent difficulties and disasters.

By looking carefully into the past, young people in school will
come to recognize that the cause of change is rarely singular or simple.
It may bestrue, for instance, that "bad King George couldn't sleep in
his bed,- but no one who has had a proper course in American history
could conceivably believe that that royal personage's wickedness, or
his insomnia, was the cause of the American Revolution. Even a child
whose knowledge was only the most elementary account of the Revolution
would haVe--if the account were history--some awareness of the economic
and social causes, as well as the political causes, that are repre-
_sented_in:the person of King George III. At all great turns in the
course of human events, history looks not for the cause, but the causes;
and history seeks not to reduce them to the statistical reality of data,
but rather to arrange these causes so as to make intelligible the
confusion of realities they represent.

Familiarity with the actual, temporal experience of those who have
met. challenges and opportunities in the past breeds a sense of proba-
bilities akin to but different from the kind of probability one learns
in mathematics. Knowing what has worked in the face of comparable cir-
cumstances--or failed to work--in the past, a president or a legislator
or,g private citizen may have a reliable sense of what will or will not
work to avert a-confrontation with the Soviets, let us say, or to con-
serve resources and safeguard the environment. The same sense of probe-
bilities enables one to anticipate, though not to, predict, the future.
The greater one's familiarity with and the. clearer one's understanding
of the past, the stronger one's sense of probabilities and the more
trustworthy one's anticipations.

Not to be told, but to Understand that cause is seldom simple,
that not every difficulty is a problem nor every problem a crisis;
that virtue and reason seldom if ever belong entirely to one of the
adversaries in a struggle; to know what is probable and to look ahead
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realistically--these are functions of historical perspective. In the
life and work one shares with others, the fruits of perspective are
restraint and good judgment. In one's personal life, the fruits are
poise and confidence. Everyone needs perspective; and if by the time
they finish school young people cannot have much, history will have
shown them a way of thinking that brings perspective with experience.
If they have learned no proper history, they can never have the benefit
of historical perspective.
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IV
eachers Equal to the Role

"Becoming an expert in anything--plumbing or
quantuM physics--takes brainwork and time.
To become expert in a subject requires mulling
it over, touching and smelling it from many
different angles and carefully filing away its
various facets in the toolchest of the mind.
This exercise promotes expertise and problem-
solving ability, and can help save the nation
from mind rot. Or, alternatively, we can let
it go and watch television.



Except for the blackboards and a single bulletin board where old
lists and stale notices lingered, the walls were bare The classroom
was about as congenial as an abandoned hospital ward.

In the center of the room, 16 students sat facing each other, four
on each side of a square of tables under fluorescent light. They were
juniors in a Midwest city high school, in a district where some parents
wore white collars,-some blue. The community was neither altogether
affluent nor much disadvantaged. Call it middle class American.

When the moment arrived for class to begin, the teacher was sitting
at a desk apart, seemingly busy reading papers. On their own and with
more effort than ease, his students entered upon a discussion of
America's declaration of war in 1917. A listener might have distin-
guished references'to prominent historians--Seymour, Link, Bailey,:
and others--but the discussion lacked the spunk of worthy opponents
in school debate.

In the fullness of time (perhaps 10 minutes), the teacher pushed
his papers aside and sprang to his feet. Circling the square of tables,
asking:questions, drawing on the reading students had done and-the
statements they had been making, Rod Karr brought his class to life in
`animated give -and -take -about submarine warfare, economic and political
issues, propaganda, and the complication of causes that brought the
United.States to go to war in 1917.

Mark Twain would have been impressed. By the time the:period was,
over, those students had properly comprehended many fadts that students
in school commonly memorize and quickly forget. They had the advantage
of a well7prepared teacher.

History cannot be expected to have a central, beneficial role in
education unless the schoolteaching of history is equal to the role.
Though the sorry state of the subject must not be ascribed only to the
schools or to teachers in the schools, it is to them we Must look for
improvement.



And let us be sensible and realistic in expectation. Even under
the best auspices, improvement will not come quickly, nor can we expect
massive federal funding to bring it about. At this writing, spending
on the teaching of history is not likely to be among the priorities of
government at any level; but even if it were, it could not take the
place of the concern of individual principals and teachers, which,
the last analysis, is the only assurance of quality in education.

To expect government appropriations to accomplish all or even much
of what needs to be accomplished,- therefore, would be sheer folly, and
to wait for it would be totally irresponsible. First, last, and always,
schools and teachers must learn to make the best of their circumstances.
So must school boards', and so must all those educators and citizens
outside and beyond the schools, whose theories and concerns affect the
conditions of teaching and learning. Improvement will at best follow
only gradually, but a sense that a new trend has started can have
powerful consequences.

The formal e -aration o hoolteachers
includes both preservice and inservice training.

Preservice=training is usually a function of teachers' formal
education; inservice training is the training they receive on the job,
after they become full-fledged classroom teachers. There will be more
to say about the latter. It is enough to say here that both are im-
portant. Preparation does not begin and end with preservice training.

Given the general want of sound preparation among teachers of
history and the fact that declining school enrollments have reduced the
number of openings for beginning teachers, it may be argued that in.,-
service training may seem more important than preservice. The needs
of teachers now in the schools are great, and compensation for the
training they lack must be a matter of urgent concern. Yet, to, discount
preservice training would be ,short-sighted, if enduring improvement is
the goal. It is not as if history teachers learn everything or nothing
at all by the time they are certified; and although necessity and con-
venience mandate specific parts of training as preservice or inservice,
the general requirements of sound preparation=hold for both. What-is
=needed is radical reconsideration of teacher education, together with a
new conception of inservice training not as a compensatory expedient--
a kind of quick fix for teachers who are "staying and graying" on the
jobbut as an enterprise to meet the continuing needs of all teachers
of history.
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The preparation of all schoolteachers should
ous liberal education.begin with a cohere_

However and whenever history teachers get their training, they
need to be liberally educated men and women, at once well grounded in
the subject they teach and conversant with the literature, art, and
religionas well as the science and technology -that our culture
embraces. In the United States, the convAtional route to such 'educe-
tion is by way of a baccalaureate liberal arts program with a con-
centration or."majoe'in history. Even if the concentration is inten-
sive, it will hardly assure the most diligent undergraduate enough
history for a career of teaching; however, the coherent study of a
respectable major will lay a foundation of historical knowledge on
which a_5committed teacher can build. It will also afford the bachelor
of arts a taste of the inherent rewards of historical research and
writing, which are both important enhancements of teaching.

The preparation of history teachers should include
concentration in history, to by professional

augmentedhistorians
====:such related fields as literature, _the- arts,

anthropology, and the social sciences.

In addition 'to such benefits of a history major, the liberal arts
route offers prospective' teachers a range of studies that will enhance
their effectiveness And if the,word "enhance" suggests those'acti-
vities of schools and teachers pejoratively and indiscriminately called
"frills," make no mistake: teachers cannot give history its due
unless they are familiar with-literature, economics, the 'arts, science,
and government. No one can study all these subjects, or learn all the
disciplines that describe our culture, but history majors who intend
to teach will be poorly prepared unless they selectively investigate
other subjects that illuminate their own.

It is mistaken to suppose that the teacher education offered by
teachers' colleges (now more commonly by university schools-of education
and COI:liege departments of education) prevents or-precludes the kind
of liberal education described above. Teacher education meets the so-
called professional requirements of state certification'(educational
psychology, methods and techniques of teaching, etc.), but almost to a
professor,-thelprofessors of education have long Since disclaimed
responsibility _for "subject matter preparation"; it now rests with
profesors-in those university and college departments that claim the
subject matter as their'Own.
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The professors of education disown the responsibility, and the
professors of history are "complacently indifferent" (see Chapter II,
reference 22). Their indifference isunderstandable. The history they
profess is sophisticated, specialized; they became professors because=
they were called to teach college and graduate students'who, they
plausibly presumed, were'beyond the subject matter appropriate for
schoolchildren. It follows that their interest in the schoolteaching
history is, at its most real, limited to momenjs of finding their'-in-
coming students miserably prepared. Just as many college professors
consider, teaching- freshman composition beneath their dignity, many
professors of history find training schoolteachers an unwanted chore.

Understandable though it may be, their indifference is inexcusable.
Would they be content if the professors of education undertook, on their
own, to improve the history preparation of teachers? Are they, indeed,
happy with the place and substance given to their subjectby the '

specialists known now as social studies educators? Who, better than
the professors of history themselves, are .better qualified to train
prospective teachers in the discipline they profess?

The liberal arts history major is fundamental preparation; but, as
-it now stands, it is less than-adequate_to all the needs of school-
teachers of the subject. This is not to suppose that these can be met
all at once; as it were, in the course of undergraduate study. But
undergraduate programs should anticipate more of the peculiar-needs 'of
history teachers, and inservice programs that combine practicality with
liberal arts quality should be,available as-other needs emerge in class-
room experience. In both circumttances, professors of history are best
qualified to speak to such needs._

The pre aration of history teachers rem
courses in the writ{ ng of history and historical
method, to make them aware-of-differences in
interretatonan -

textbooks available. for their use.

Conspicuously missing in the-training of teachers are- historiography
and historical method. Although the word lrookshighfalutin-e.rhistdrio-
graphy": simPly, means the writing g-of history.,- It, is not enough for
teachers to know what histOrians write; they must also understand why{-:
and how they write. Thereare honestly,-different interpretations of .the
same facts among historians, whose. insights and interests-backgrOunds
and training, times and circumstances are not the same. :Teadhers need
to be aware of such tensions,and-appreciate them, not to makeca'display
of erudition, but to help their students to one,.of history's. chief
benefits- -the judgment bbrn of:respecting,d1ffernt,and often con-.I
flicting points _of view.



ObvibusIY, teachers in training cannot make anything like an exhaus-
tive study of. historiography. But even as undergraduates they can come
to grips with some of the principal writers whose histories have, in -

effect, given their majors substance-and-interest, whereas teachers in
service can come -to know the works of historians whose writing informs
the courses they teach.

In-this conhection, no study of-historiography should neglect the
textbooks written for use in school Even 'a casual comparison of three
of the;most widely used Aterican history textsRise of the. American'
Nation (Todd and Curti), History of 'a Free People (Bragdon and
MCutcheon)0 and A New History of the-United States (Fenton et.al.)--
will reveal significant'differences.Rx comparison of the two ,texts
that Frances FitzGerald praises in America' Revised, David Muizey's
American History and Charles Sellers,'s As It Happened, will disclose
the possibilities historiography makes for teachers, as well as the
inherent difficulties. It is hard to imagine committed history pro-
fessors who would not relish such exercises with teachers in training,
and teachers must. go through them in order to select appropriate
textbooks for classroom use, or to make the best of inappropriate
texts with which they may be stuck.

Undergraduates majoring in history occasionally write-research-
papers, and sometimesa ?senior thesis." These call for rudimentary ,

use of historical method, but teachers need more than that to be.sound-
ly 1,repared. For their own intellectual groWth as well their work in
the classroom, teachers must be able to deal confidently with the
welter of information from which history is written-7the "primary" and
"secondary" sources furnished by books, articles, documents, diaries,
and letters. They Must know how to distinguish between thetrue and the
false, the more and the less reliable; to select and discard material
for their particular purposes while doing justice to other points of
view; and to use material without distorting it, whether in recon-
gtructing historical situations for discussion and debate or in
evaluating what they happen to see on television. These are fine
skills, neither easily not quickly learned. At the same time, they
are'essential skills. Teachers who lack them can scarcely give their
students some of the most important benefits of history. ft

Historiography need not be the subect of a separate course. In
fact, it may be better taught and learned in almost any course of a
conventional history major, but it must be recognized as part ^f the
stuff of which good preservice-and-inservice-training-are=mad

The preparation of history teachers requires
such training in writingas_to make concern
for effective learning through writing an
integral:part of their history teaching.
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Well-prepared history teachers write competently. Not many are
published authors, but all are men and women who use writing-th

Alconfidence and effectiveness in their daily life and work. unlike
others who leave "grammar and all that" to teachers of English, :hey
set their students to writing because they understand that wriin is
a basic discipline of learning, nowhere more basic than in the ect
of history. Teachers who are in this sense writers perceive that when
one writes, one is obliged in the solitude of one's own mind to sort
out what one has been taught, what one has read and discusseA, and to
put the sortings together (compose them)=. What one has put together,
or composed, one has learned. As no other skill or science does,
writing generates, at the same time that it substantiates or confirms,
learning.

Exceptional teachers of history who have such a perception of
writing today probably., came upon 1,t by revelation. For more than a
generation, the schools have been unable to meet the requirements of
literacy, and until quite recently the colleges have done little more
than swell the litany of complaint in the face of what is,taken to be
the failure of the schools. The explanation of this state of affairs
is more cultural than educational', and the resulting neglect has been
devastating. In both school'and,college, students have responded to
multiple - choice tests, filled in blanks, and declared statements to be
true or false, tut they have had little experience of writing and
correspondingly little experience of the disciplined learning writing
achieves. It is fair to point out that a great many of the professors
and teachers of history who now preside in classrooms suffered from this
disadvantage when they were in school.

Nevertheless, literacy still has a chance. Sensible and construc-
tive activities such as the National Writing Project are helping to make
all teachers better writers and better teachers of writing. Programs
such as Elaine Maimoes at Beaver College'(Glenside, Pennsylvania) are
encouraging "writing across the curriculum" to help teachers of all
subjects at both the college and school levels to make better and more
use of writing in their classes. In elementary and secondary school,
there ,is now a-great deal of'-±nitiative and activity to meet the
requirements of literacy in general, and in writing particularly.

Bright as the prospect. seems, writing is not likely soon to become
Part of the whold fabric of learning in American education. Until it
does, the inservice and preservice training of-history teachers. must
Make deliberate provision for this basic discipline of-learning. For
nndergraddates, term papers and senior theses can play adimportant part,
but, again, these are not enough. Undergraduates need to write
frequently, but with the objective of quality, not quantity. A 10-minute'
quiz that calls for an intelligible paragraph is excellent discipline; .

three short papers may provide betterLtraining than one long. paper;
professors who want to examine students fOr-their--knowledge and.under--
standing of history will have them write.
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Teachers on the.job can find any number of plausible and sometimes
compelling) reasons to neglect their own writing and avoid having their
students write:they do not have time to write themselves, they cannot
cope with correcting students' papers, and teaching writing is not their
business. But writing is their business, and if their students are to
have the benefits of history, these teachers must be helped to make time
for writing and learn to cope with the paperwork.

To see how much students have memorized, schoolteachers need only
have them fill in blanks. To find out how much student have actually
learned, teachers need the written discourse of students, the kind of
writing called "sixposition," They can begin by doing the assignments
they give their classes- - quizzes, tests, reports. Teachers who need
help should turn to others who can give it, if they are available, or
press their principals to arrange appropriate inservice training. By
persisting, they will find how to form questions and set topics that
make writing not waste of everyone's time, but worth everyone's while.

Thy preparation of his teache
requires pedagogical training.

Teacher educa-ion, meaning the preservice training administered by
university or col' ge departments of education and given by professors
of education, is a controversial venture. Its proponents and promoters .

have sought academic peerage by making a profession of pedagogy and the
techniques; rathertthan the substance, of teaching. They are the 1

Doctors of EducatiOin.. Those among them who model their discourse on
the jargon of science, and technology have come to be known as the
"educationists," w4isemethods coursesand "mickey mouse" activities'
have cost them the pespect of the Doctors of Philosophy. And while I.
the Ph.D.s have looked away in disdain, the Ed.D.s have prescribed state
certification requi ements and controlled advancement .through the ranks
of public education The result of this academic cold war as been what
James Koerner calle The Miseducation of American Teachers. Viewed 1

1

more calmly, the co troversy looks unnecessary, if not silly. School+
teachers, after all,. are pedagogues; pedagogy is a sensible and impor-
tant component of th6ir preparation_ and training. Sensible and imporr
tant, too, are the history and philosophy of education, school organiza
tion and governance,Ilaw, the interpretation and use of testsall
proper subjects of professors of education. The primary goal of the'
preparation and training of teachers of history, however, must be
their competence in and with the subject of history, and the same
competence should be lithe first consideration in their certification
and advancement. 1

. ,.-
1

The most critical phase of undergraduate preparation is student\or
. practice" teaching. ;Practice teaching should not be a perfunctory
business of going thrOugh the motions of teaching for six weeks to,tick
off "competencies" drawn up by professord of education. It should be a
painstakingly superviSed apprenticeship, under the supervision of a 1-_,,,
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master teacher of history who can deal with frustrations and make
suggestions along the'way, and who, when the time comes, is qualified to
judge whether the candidate has the knowledge and the skill to begin
teaching in a regular post.

The time to judge comes all too quickly, and even the longest prac-
tice teaching experience is the shortest kind of apprenticeship. The
introduction here and there of internships for newly certified teachers
is-encouraging. By this plan, interns are given provisional teaching
certificates, and if, after a two- or three-year probationary period,
their performance is deemed satisfactory, they become eligible for
permanent certificates. If those who judge are master teachers, and if
their judgment depends not only on assorted competencies that have been
singled out'as marks of "good classroom manaement" but on competence
in the teaching of history, such internships can move history-teaching
in the schools one step forward.

Right now, when teacher competence has been questioned so generally,
and when accountability is both the order and the fashion of the day,
the profession is scrambling to develop and put in place acceptable
procedures of evaluation. The politics of accountability are fraught
with danger. Veteran teachers are sensitive about evaluation, and their
unions -,may_ not sand -fir f[-.=-- rev- er=_thelesa, teachers mtxat_be prepared to
put their competence to the test.' Those who continue to learn and to
better their competence after they acquire permanent certificates should
have no qualms and no difficplty.

The essence of inservice preparation 'is
that the teacher should never stop learning.

"Inservice training, as it is, does little to improve the quality
of teaching. The one thing I remember from seven years3of it as a
teacher was the fact that I didn't have to wear a tie."

So writes Peter Greer, who was a teacher of history before he
became a principal and then a superintendent of schools. Greer was
referring to the typical "inservice days" that happen from time to time
during.the course of a year in most schools and school districts. Often
hastily arranged (but commonly provided for in the contracts negotiated
by teachers' unions), these days are generally conceded by teachers and
administrators alike to be a notorious waste of time. "Schools and
school systems often do not know how or what to plan," Greer observes.
"As :a result, inserviCetraining_iszreduced to_shallow answers to ever--
new demands--special education; [government] regulation; competency test-
ing; career and bilingual education; sex education and family living;
student identification procedures for breakfast programs; immunization;
truancy laws that direct schools to spend inordinate time coaxing
unwilling students back."
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Greer speculates that the most serious condition that works
against effective inservice training is "the supposition that the content
of teachingmathematics, English, history, science, and so on--is not
an appropriate matter for inservice programs." Of course, inservice
training is not limited to occasional days. It includes workshops,
seminars, and institutes conducted over longer periods of time during
the school year and in the summer. Some of these offer "subject matter
support"; however, teachers responding to their appeal have come away
disappointed from even the most promising. Hailed for their promise,
the institutes for history teachers that burgeoned in the 1960s under
the-National Defense Education Act (NDEA) fell short because "they were
not designed on the basis of a thorough study ofd or acquaintance with,
the needs and problems of teachers and schools. If sensibly planned,
however, inservice programs could form an essential part of the con-
tinuing education of history teachers. And the prospect is not
hopeless.

Writing in The Past, Before Us, Hazel Whitman Hertzberg notes "a
nascent. revisal of interest in school history" among professional
historians. She refers to the American Historical Association's
sponsorship of regional conferences for teachers at the'secondary school
level and to an "interest group" recently formed within the National
Council for the Social Studies. To prevent the stillbirth of new
interest, professional organizations of historians should sponsor more
conferences. If financial retrenchment in the 1980s precludes grand
enterprises like the NDEA institutes of the 1960s, more modest programs
will serve the purpose, and serve it better, if they are designed to
accommodate the needs and problems of teachers and schools.

No inservice training is likely to be more effective, than that
which takes teachers away from their schoolsif only for a week or a
weekend--and gives them an opportunity to be immersed in their subject
with others who know-the subject well. Such meetings can accommodate
no more than a fraction of all the teachers who might benefit from them,
but there are ways of sharing the wealth. The National Writing Project,
for example, expects participants to return to their home schools as
"teacher-consultants," to conduct inservice workshops for other
teachers there. This scheme promises no miracle, but it has intrinsic
merit and might be adapted for inservice training in history.

Professors can take active interest in school history without wait-
ing for sponsorship-by:their associations. Professor Paul S. Holbo of
the University of Oregon directs workshops for teachers throughout the
western states. His co-director is Mary Jo Thomas, once his student'and
now a schoolteacher of history and a member of the Commission In a
personal letter, Holbo writes of their endeavor,

One of the things I learned from the experience of
the 1960s was that a great gap existed between the
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erudition of the professor and what the classroom
teacher could handle . . [So] we try to teach a lot
of history, focusing on new and:important interpre-
tations, but we constantly pay attention to the
methods that teachers might try in order to use
what we have been teaching. Indeed, after every
workshop, many teachers tell me that I am the only
professor they've known who was concerned with
method. Part of what I do is to distfibute and
explain materials that I have gathered on teaching,
preparing exams, grading papers, etc. 'Second, after
every lecture on history and historiography, or
after a discussion, we turn our attention -to how
this material can be used in a class. Sometimes
I show the teachers how this can be done; some-
times they Frill think of ideas of theirbwn4 thus
enriching my store of techniques. Hence, as par-
ticipating teachers quickly recognize, the workshop
intertwines substantive history and method.

We use many other devices to th same end. For
reading assignments, I generally_. avoid books and
instead use articlessometimes scholarly articles
from professional journals if these items accom-
plish what I want, and sometimes articles from such
publications as The American Scholar and Commentary.
The articles are always serious, if provocative,
and usually written by historians. I simply try
to find short pieces that elucidate an important
thesis, are readable, provoke thought, stimulate
the teachers themselves, and can be assigned
directly to high school students or easily summar-
ized. By this time, I have gathered together a
considerable number of such items. The reaction
of teachers has been enthusiastic.

The prospect of effective inserviee experience is perhaps brightest
when teachers take the initiative to provide for their own needs. In

, s

Portland, Maine, a little 'network of concerned history teachers" meets
occasionally to dig into a topic_ or a book members-agree upon and pre-
pare ahead of, time. At one meeting early in 1981, they tackled
Christopher Lasch's The Culture of Narcissism. Joined on that occasion
by a college professor who was using the book in en undergraduate
courseinntellectual history, they spent three hours discussing the
book and how, or whether, they could use it in their classrooms. If
their discussion was inconclusive, it was nonetheless spirited, enlight-
ening, and constructive. They reached a-consensus that Lasch's gloomy-
view of American culture amounted to a kind of-"radical conservatism"
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an appeal for change, but change anchored in the past. Their exchange
of ideas suggested more about their students than how to use the book in
class, and they shared and sharpened views of their purposes in teaching
history. The cost of so simple an inservice seminar is negligible--in
this instance, only paperback copies of a book, an urn of coffee, and
"danish." The value, clearly, is high. In the last analysis, it is
the interest of-teachers themselves and a sense of their own need that
combine to bring about good teaching.

Because good history teachers become better history teachers as
they gain experience, inservice training assumes an importance Cranscend-
ing that of compensation for inadequate preservice training. Right now
it serves neither purpose well. It wants attention on the part of the
history professoriate, understanding and action on the part of school
officialdom, and initiative on the part of teachers. Professors must
not allow ,responsibility merely to rest with them; they must first
recognize that schoolteachers require different training from that of
graduate students preparing to be scholars and college teachers, and
then do something about it. School board members and administrators
must be sensible of the special needs of history teachers, make provi-
sion for them, and give teachers credit toward pay and promotion only
for study that contributes to their effectiveness as history teachers.
And teachers must assert their initiative to get the training they
need. No amount of money and no program, however well conceived, can
make them equal to their role unless they take the interest and initia-
tive to become better-teachers.
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An Irreducible Minimum of History

"New knowledge is woet-Ress if the old knowledge
is lost on the people. They may sit, watching a
screen on which a fellow does something to Mars
that they do not understand, orjtearing a
celebrity making,a fool of himself; but They know
no history, no geography, no languages.
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He was a tiger among teachers. Feared by the faint, respected by
all, Sidney Morgan Shea pressed his students as hard as he chewed the
stem of his pipe. But they liked it, and they learned. Shea-was never
undone, but if anything came close to undoing him, it was the accu-
mulation of history. Every year there was more, "and," he was often
heard to growl when final exams came in sight; "I haven't even reached
the election of 1932!"

There was a lot of history when Sidney Shea taught school in the
1940s, and there has been more since. There is always more than history
teachers can cover, however well prepared they may be, and no school
should overreach its capabilities with a curriculum that is too
ambitious. At the same time, there is an irreducible minimum of
history, distinct from social studies,, that every school district ought
to afford students during their progress from K to 12.

This chapter will outline what the Commission proposes as the
irreducible minimum. Any resemblance to the dominant curriculum
described in the preceding pages is not accidental. There is much in
that curriculum which, with correction and cultivation, ought to be
included. But first, two caveats are in order.

One is to say that the precise step at which each part of the
minimum may be best scheduled is what educators would call a "develop-
mental" consideration. And that is only to soy that the complexity of
the subject at any step needs to be calibrated to the intellectual
development, or "readiness," of the students who are expected to learn
it. This is only partly a matter of their ability to think about
relationships and concepts. It is also a tatter of their stage of
interest in life's complexities and drama. A good way to nip their
sense of history in the bdd-is tb-expect primary-graders-to-make-sense_
out of the economic implications of the indUstrial revolution, for
example, or to assign high school seniors stories of discovery written
for young children. Without drawing lines too hard and fast, however,
it is not difficult to suggest the reasonable sequence of an irreducible
minimum.
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A second-warning has to do with the compulsion of history teachers
to cover everything a syllabus or textbook includes. History is divided,
arbitrarily, into periods. Textbooks--presumably for the convenience
of teachers and students both, not to say the convenience of those
who develop curricula and make tests--are composed In units. The world
did come to an end because Sidney Morgan Shea in the 19400 never
reached the election of 1932. Nor will any student's education be
seriously neglected if, in the interest of understanding, that student
does not reach the end of every period of history studied or complete
every unit in a textbook. Granted, both necessity and common sense
dictate limits to this contention. Something is radically amiss, either
with the teacher or the students, if a class in U.S. history from the
colonial period to the Civil War -never gets beyond the War of 1812,
and wholesale examinations like the College Board achievement test
presume knowledge of entire periods. Even in the face of such presump-
tions, however, to sacrifice comprehension for coverage is a deadly
sin. Better educated is the student who reaches some understanding of
part of a period or most of the units than the student whose teacher
covers all just to reach the end of the course.

These are necessary warnings, but behind any compulsion to cover a
period in full, or to reach the present, may lie a more fundamental
consideration. To function in our lives as true stories, pieces of
history must fit unambiguously into the sequence of whatever elSe we
know about our past. Time and place,.for example, are essential
emphases in every history that claims to be a true-story or part of a
true story. Chronology and geography thus provide the basic coordi-

tes for history. Only when an event, a person, or an idea can be
fixed in time and place, in challenging relation to other things a
student knows or half-knows as-historidal facts, can it serve as an
historical fact itself, adding to the student's comprehension of the
story of himself and his world. If Sidney Shea was unable to bring his
students as far as the electionof 1932, he might have improvised, in
giant steps, a concluding story line to link to the present they
independently knew the pastlthey had studied in class. Or else that
history may have ended, floating in the minds, as unrealitylike
details about American Indian "ancient ones" that float like fiction in
the minds of park visitors after a tour of Mesa Verde, our own North -

American medieval village.

For an event in a true story, place is qUite,as necessary as
date, hence the Importance of geography-within and alongside history
classes. In studying history, students often must begin with "where,"
and thereafter be kept sensitive to the continuing influences of

_geography on history. The essentials of physical or economic geography,_
such as conditions by land or sea, of climate or crops, often explain
the sensitivity of 'one human neighborhood to another, or the movements
of power politics as the story proceeds. The locations of the Great
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Lakes and the Mississippi River account for the French encirclement of
England's North American colonies, just as Martinique's sugar crop
explains why France gave up most of Canada in order to recover one
West Indian island at the end of the Seven Years' War.

Similarly, dates fix events in time, giving them full significance
for the story. The Peace of Paris that ended the Seven'Years' War
in 1763 drifts in meaningless isolation until the student grasps its
place in the Second Hundred Years' War, and its importance as a mile-
stone of the roads that led to the American and French Revolutions.
Taken alone, a date may have little or no meaning, so- that to memorize
it may be to erect a barrier to further ler.rning. Taken in context
as the illumination of a major change, a date becomes fundamental to
historical understanding and a positiVe stimulus to thought. As we
have noted, the practice of "postholing" to achieve depth and vivid-
ness of understanding requires attention also to the strands of fencing
between postholes-the connections that keep the larger story line
alive and true. For beginning students of history, these have to be
highlighted.

The irreducible minimum begins in the elementary
grades by giving the 1(.6_student an acquaintance
with the past threugh_prouessively sophisticated
narratives.

To those who are indifferent to the schoolteaching of history,'
teaching history to elementary school children may be altogether un-
thinkable. And if teaching history to elementary school children means
retailing the kind of material commonly organized in textbooks, they
are jutified in that opinion. Facility in constructing and keeping
in min the elements of a long story is rare among young children.

One teacher recalls inheriting on short notice a class of children
younger than any he had taught before. With the class, he inherited
a textbook coarse, thick pages between hard green covers that surveyed
the hiatorTof Western civilization from the Fertile Crescent to the
Land of `'the Free in the 20th century A.D. He met his new charges for
the first time when they had been assigneda chapter on the revolutions
of 1848. \Tough going through the revolutionspihe attributed to his own
inexperience, When the green book brought theThlass,to the Triple
Alliance and Triple Entente, however, he recognized that it was their
inexperience, not his, that made the way impassable. Simply presented
though the facts were, they were beyond the realization of his pupils.

He-CIOStd-the book and-determined that they alis of
their own IChoOsing. The only requirement was that the books be about
someone whip lived or something that-happened before they were born--
fact or fietion, five years or 5,000. With their help and the school
librarian'S\, he developed a list of books that made the past credible
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and interesting to his young readers, and left them with incentive to
study history in a more disciplined way as they went on through school.

What young children need is acquaintance with the past. They
need to become aware of the past, and to be helped not only to find it
interesting, but to perceive it as real and credible.

The interest of children can be tapped and turned to history as
early as they will listen to stories. It may be too much to say that
reading aloud to children is the best thing adults can do for their
educability, but for a certainty they need and deserve to be read to,
both before and after they begin school. There are good stories for
children, grounded in the stuff of history and in the folklore and
legends that are part of history. It is important to avoid the'pap
that grownups too often have judged right for children simply because
it is both sweet and bland. We have suggested some titles (see Appen-
dix B), but any pronerly trained public or school librarian should be
able to help parents and teachers find stories with satisfactory-his-
torical content.

As young children in school learn to read and write, they can read
(and write) about real people and events in the past as readily as they
can about most of the subjects in the standard repertoire of school
"readers.k!An_elementary school _teacher and a member _off -the CBE

Commission put the matter this way:

For our students to be able to make a practical appli-
cation of the study skills presented in a reading
lesson, we can and should use history as the day's
reading lesson when appropriate. We have then in-
tegrated the lessons without "we'll now do history- -
now do reading." The fragmenting of lessons serves
to reinforce 7"this is hisory--this is reading" and
never the two shall meet.

In addition,to using history in the routine of daily lessons,
,enterprising teachers can do much more to acquaint elementary school
children with the past. Here is one teacher's account of an opportunity
she had to teach yo'UnOtudents "in a unique way."- They were "gifted"
children, but she sees no reason why others could not learn the same

-Way. Because the acquaintance of young children with the past is so
important for their education, her account affords an example worthy
of emulatiOn:

-There being no-history_of our_city_written_for children,
my fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-graders decided to remedy

the situation. We did not write,a history book, but we
did develop a slide-script presentation on the history
of Baton Rougclor children.
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A discussion at the beginning revealed that they
(1) knew practically nothing about the early history
of Baton Rouge, (2) thought that the only way to find
out aboutAt was to consult the encyclopedia, and (3)
were interested in knowing about their own city.

The group took a bus tour of Baton Rouge, provided by
the Foundation for Ristorical.Louisiana. The tour
was excellent, but since it moved so swiftly there was
not time for active participation or for inquiry. The
children just looked and listened, but the tour gave
them aigood overview of what we were undertaking.

Class meetings for several days after the tour were
centered around activities such as sharing the photo-
graphs and pamphlets we had collected. I-shared
large file of paps of the city from earliest times,
maps of present-day Baton Rouge, news articles, post-

/cards, and more pamphlets and brochures. Much time was
spent going over the maps of different years, comparing
photographs with the maps, and comparing information in
the brochures We made a time-line and attached to it
not only information about Baton Rouge, but .a few
"benchmark" historical dates.

The students then selected sites they wanted to revisit,
according to their own interests. We took them in
small groups to gather more information (from exhibits,
historical markers, etc.), to take pictures, to question
museum curators, and to wander about what we had seen.
Each of the groups was responsible for writing informa-
tion for the scrapbook in which our photographs were put
and then, later, writing that part of.the script concerned
withthe group's "area of expertise'."

By the time this was done, our photos and slides were
back and the process of selecting which were to be used
began. We discussed possible arrangements both for the
scrapbook and for the slide, presentation, And decided to
arrange them chronologically according to the historical
time-line.

Since the objective was to create something that could be
used to teach other children about the history of our city,
the` information was-checked-for-accuracy and-rewritten so
that others-Could benefit from our work.
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The slide - presentation, notes this teacher with pride, ia now in
the Louisiana State Department of Education's slide library fOr dis-
semination throughout the state. She maintains that tie project gave
students experience in gathering information (from both primary and
secondary sources) and in selecting the most relevant data for a stated
purpose. It also helped them develop their organizing and writing
skills. Perhaps above all, they began to see the relevance of the
past to their own experience, in and out of school:

Thesixth-graders who had studied ancient Egypt found
that the art work on the present state capitol was simi-
lar to the art work of the ancient Egyptians. They also
saw the relation of the climate and agriculture of Egypt
to our own Louisiana.- Fifth-graders who had studied the
American Revolution were surprised to find that the only
battle of the Revolution fought outside the thirteen
colonies was fought herein Baton Rouge. They found that
the Marquis de' Lafayette visited Baton Rouge when they read
the marker on the Lafayette Building. LaSalle, de Soto,
and others became real when they read accounts of the
explorers' visits near the location of our city. The
fourth-graders became interested in historical preservation,
and they were disappointed to find that Zadhary Taylor's
homesite is now nothing more than a historical marker.
Some have writtenletters of protest when they learned that
plaCes of historical importance were marked for destruction.
They, now have a possessive feeling about their city.

The possessive-feeling those fourth- graders have about their city
is part of the 'sense .of belonging, of knowing where one comes from and
where one isi that is peculiarly a behefit of acquaintance with the past.
That it can be established in young childrehis clear from the experi-
ence of elementary school teachers here and there, whose sense of
history gives them the wisdom and the wit to 'provide the right condi-,
tions. As much as all young children need the skills they gain In
elementary school,. they need the same kind of possessive feeling.
They need it for their learning,and for. facing the problems of life.

The irreducible minimum in the secondary
school mus.t meet clear standards.

With pe ceotion of'the past as interesting and credible, most
young people are wiping, some patently eager, to embark on mere dis-
ciplined study of history when they come to secondary school. If they
also have basic "skills as readers-and writers, they are both willing
and able. .
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Youngsters who have had the kind of elementary training'we have
just described ought to be good readers and writers when they come to
secondary school. Legions of others are not, even though some may
have passed minimum competency tests with flying colors.

The matter is relevant here because in every grade of secondary
school, reading and writing have to be__ part of the irreducible mini-
mum of the teaching of history. This is not only because history
teachers haVe to share responsibility for remedial instruction in a
generation of impoverished literacy; it is because reading and writing
are not s22 separate from history. Even students who read and
write creditably well need to be taught how to read history and to
write about it.

History teachers may balk at the contention that all teachers must
be teachers of reading and writing. That is not their department,
they do not know how, and they do not have the time. Teaching reading
and writing is not their job, but helping students learn the subject
they teach is their job, and reading and writing are the chief means--
the technology, if you will - -of learning history.

This function of teaching history is difficult at best, and it is
especially so when the literacy of so many schoolchildren is as limited
as it has been in recent years. All history teachers have to find their
pupils' literacy levels, meet them there, and help them gain the lit-
eracy history requires. This takes time and effort, imagination, and
untold patience, and the job is never done, because students need
greater literacy as they proceed from less to more complex study.
Teachers whose objective is to cover all of every period and complete
all the units in a textbook are not likely to take the time or make the
effort. Those who teach children to comprehend the history they study
are likely to do so and likely to ,feel repaid by the result.

The irreducible minimum for aecondary_schoolsfhpuudhistor-
. a curvy of European
U.S, history.

The Commission recommends this sequence for the more disciplined
study of history in secondary-school: a topical study of U.S. history
and a survey of European history, followed by a survey ofgU.S. history
and--beyond the irreducible minimumthe history of a-non-Western
country or region. To some readers, the inclusion of U.S. history
twice may look suspiciously like the dominant curriculum of question-
able virtue; the specification of European history, anachronistic;
and -the omission of wort history, alarming in a season of nascent
global awareness. We l reassure the suspicious, convince the up-
to-date, quiet the armed. First, however, three general comments
about the Commission's recommendations are in order.
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The recommendations, remember, are for an irreducible minimum. The
Commission argues that all students should have this history, at least.
Members of the Commission were not of one mind that the last component
(non-Western history) needs to be numbered among the requirements for
high school graduation, but they were unanimous that each of the others
does.

Implementation of these recommendations may mean-that-other subjects
in social studies or elsewhere in a school's curriculum have to give
place. It also means that superintendents and principals must hire and
assign staff members who are qualified by interest and preparation to
teach this history. Any social studies teacher will not do; neither
will coaches who need academic billets.

Each of the components in the sequence must be:real history.
Adaptations or watered-down versions that carry history labels may
sezisfy school or state diploma requirements, but they do not represent
history as the Commission is defining it. Only a competent and consci-
entious principal (or a competent and conscientious deputy in the person
of a curriculum supervisor or department chairman): can make the distinc-
tion with authority, but the distinction has to be made if students are
to have the benefit of history.-

For a number of reasons, political history provides the best "story
line" for the study of history in school, but school history should never
be confined to the chronicle of Presidential elections, the reigns of
kings and queens, or the rise and fall of dictatorships. Even mediocre
textbooks make stabs at social and cultural history, and teachers who are
well prepared can and should be expected to give students more than the
political facts of history. They should enable students to find a rela-
tionship between the political facts and economic, social, and cultural
changes that are the warp and woof of history.

In this connection, textbook publishers are already busy correcting"
their histories to include minorities and women in action. By the time
the wars for civil rights and women's rights are ended, historians will
have made sober corrections that will give teachers and students more
comprehensive access to the past.

The first a proach: a to ical
study of American history.

Although the subject as administered in the present national curric-
ulum leaves a great deal to be'desired, no one could convincingly gainsay
the appropriateness of teaching young Americans the history of their
country. Repetition of the subject, however, gives it a deja vu quality
that takes a.high toll of that attribute teachers find so elusive,
motivation. It is not surprising that interest flags when teenagers come
to U.S. history in lith grade after they have had American history in
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fifth and again in eighth, with civics or something like it along the
way. Whether or not each successive course has been just a little more
of the same (and chances are that is the case), their attitude is
commonly, -We've had this before.-

The Commissicn suggests that the remedy is to take two different
approaches to American history: one early in secondary schooling (per-
haps eighth grade)i-the other in 11th or 12th grade after students have
some knowledge and appreciation of the European antecedents of American
history.

Instead of making a simplified survey of the entire American history
course, younger adolescents can dig into the subject to examine some of
the ideas and issues of which they are aware but about which they are
still untutored- - liberty and justice, for example, and "liberty and
justice for all." Critical periods such as the years of colonial settle-
ment and dramatic events such as the Civil War provide the context for
this kind of study, while textbooks or teachers provide the connections
that keep periods and events in history's continuum of change.

This first- approach should encourage students to stretch their imag-
inations and put themselves in the positions of individual men and women
who have had to Make- decisions--decisions to be patriots or tortes, to
go west or stay east, to hold slaves or set them free, to enlist or be a
conscientious objector, to-call strikes or call them off. Such mining
of their country's history will give students familiarity with its sub-
stance, and at the same time help them to learn that the issues of
history are seldom simply resolved and that they are ultimately personal.
They may find, as well, that studying history is interesting and -worth
their while.

By no means should this work neglect or subordinate the discipline
of history. Critical thinking is the'primary objective, and the content
of a first history course in secondary schoolwhich.puts little premium
on coverageand the stage of a student's intellectual development both
offer almost optimum conditions for the cultivation of reading, writing,
and discussion.' Students can read in primary and secondary sources, and
their reading should demand careful teaching, not merely assignment.
They can write short papers once a week or more often, and they can re-
write papers that fall short of clear comprehension. A teacher with any
skill as a moderator can help them learn to offer opinions supported
with evidence, and train them to listen to the opinions of others and
entertain views different from their own.

Beginning history in secondary school this way_ makes it possible
for young people to recognize that things said and gone in the past are
"done,. but not done with," in Carl'Becker's phrase, and leave them
sufficiently interested and well prepared to study more history.
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The irreducible minimum for secondarr-----_____
schools should include a survey of
European history.

Before they study more of their own country's history, young
Americans need firm grounding in European history. The reason is
straightforward: the roots of American institutions as well _as the roots
of the majority of American citizens lie in the history of Europe. The
Commission recommends such grounding in the intermediate years of secon-
dary schooling.

Because by definition European history is so comprehensive, a course
for freshmen and sophomores probably has to be a survey. Again, however,
coverage is not the only consideration; emphasis on the development of
critical thinking and on reading and writing skills remains of paramount
importance. More difficult reading and more exacting writing assignments
are reasonable to expect of ninth- and 10th-graders, but not necessarily
longer assignments. By the same token, class discussion ought to become
progressively more directed, more searching. Although high school fresh-
men and sophomores are not likely to achieve great depth of understanding,
they can reach beyond memorized definitions of absolute monarchy, social
ism, and communism, for example, and learn to use such terms accurately
in discussion and in writing.

e second American course: in U.S. histo

After they have dug into American history and found its roots in
European history, high school students should be ready for comparatively
Mature study of United States history. The distinction here between
"American" and "United States" is deliberate, to suggest a difference in
scope, the latter beginning perhaps with the Constitutional Convention
in 1787 rather than with the age of discovery or the colonial settlements
in the New World. The Commission recommends a survey of the major
issues, events, and developments--economic-and 'political, social and
cultural--that have brought the nation to its present.. condition.

rCoverage now becomes more import-, but never a transcendent
concern. This may be the last formal study of history for many students
before they enter the world of work, the last others will have before
they take college entrance examinations. In 1982, they need to get
beyond the election of 1932, but no student's world will come to an endbeyond

of failure to reach the-election of 1980 in a history class, nor
does' a school need to compromise standards of teaching and learning if
the survey is offered in less depth for some students than7for others.
Those who are able may be in "advanced placement" classes, where
teachers expect them to do extensive reading in comparatively difficult
texts and in other sources, rather complicated writing assignments, and
other projects that ordinarily set "honors" work apart. Those who
belong to the large academic middle class of "average students" deserve



teachers who expect them to come up to rigorous academic standards,
though they work with less sophisticated material and their assignments
are less complicated. Those who are not so well endowed desperately

----Weed-teacherwho expect them to reach a measure of reliable understand-
ing of the history -inemded-Ln_.the survey, even if they resort to
material that is unsophisticated,/ _

We emphasize the expectations of teachers because they are critical.
Self-fulfilling are the prophecies of teachers who assume that their
students cannot or will not learn--but when ,their teachers expect them
to, students ordinarily do learn. This assertion,-substantiated by
research, underlines the imperative of good teacher training. It also
recalls the contention that the history teacher's job with respect to
reading and writing is never done, once and for all. .Above all, it
insists that the teacher has an opportunity to help students learn U.S.
history with a lasting sense of achievement and satisfaction.

Be ond the irreducible minimum for seconds
schools, he history of a non-Western country

_ _ _ _ -_-
or area.

The Commission recommends a year's study of non-Western history,
but as a diploma requirement its time has not come. All the non-Western
nations in the world have histories, but their histories have not yet
been written for the edification of young people in U.S, schools.
American scholars study these histories, and teach them in American
colleges and universities. 'Even if they decided to become schoolteachers
tomorrow, all the undergraduates who major in these histories and all the
graduate students who go farther would not be enough to carry out a
recommendation to make non - Western history a requirement for high school
graduation.

Yet the advantage of including non -Wes tern, history in the secondary
school sequence is worth pursuing. Since 1965 when Adlai Stevenson gave
us his nice metaphor of the earth as a sp'sceship, the importance of
educating Americans with informed awareness of the rest of the world has
become increasingly clear. The recent report of the President's
Commission on Foreign Languages and International Studes held that
"nothing less is at issue than thenation's security." Even if less
were at issue, the advantage of non-Western history would bean educa-
tional benefit that cannot be denied.

In some measure, social studies courses such as "World Cultures"
may provide the benefit. The advantage of history over a cultures course
lies in the greater understanding and the improved perspective of
American history that students can gain from comparisons of the stories.
Especially when U.S. history comes at the end of the line, in 11th or
12th grade, students tend to see it as the inevitable unfolding of a
predetermined plan, as if it were their country's manifest destiny to be
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Number One. Study of the history of a people whose political and eco-
nomic, conceptual and cultural underpinnings are distinctly different
tends to correct that commonplace kind of narrow vision.

The correction is not often achieved by the teaching of "World
History," a practice general enough to occupy the 10th-grade position
in the NCSS curriculum (see beginning of Chapter II). One member of
the Commission put the matter this way:

The word "world" connotes the inclusion of a variety
of geographiCal regions, usually very different. The
varying vocabulary and conceptudr--Tchemea_involved
tend to create confusion in students' minds, together
with an impression that these are interchangeable in
their "otherness' from "us." Worse yet, in a course
composed of units, one of which may be Europe, another
Japan or Brazil, or perhaps one on the "modernization
of Africa," even an able student will emerge with little
content gr sense of the special character of the area
studied.-

As for what is called "global education," the'Commission is not at
all sanguine. Dn the eve of this nation's bicentennial, the National
Education Association (NEA) revisited its landmark "Seven Cardinal
Principles" of 1918, found them obsolete, and enunciated the belief that
"educators around the world are in a unique position to bring about a
harmoniously interdepeent global community, based on the principles
of peace and justice." As if to the NEA's drummer, global education-
ists are now on the march. True believers among the global educationists
want to reform American education all the way, up and down, according to
their own lights. Bright as their lights may be and however -noble their
aspiration, their vision of restructured schools, fUrnished with all new
instructional materials and staffed with retrained teachers, is neither
practicable nor desirable. Such a reform enterprise would flounder in
confuSion, and impoverish history, not to say othei dubjeCtS,even more
than they are now impoverished.

The day may come when it is generally practicable to include non-
Western history as a requirement for high school graduation. The
President's Commission on Foreign Languages and international Studies
sounded the alarm, calling for more international studies, and such
organizations as the Atlantic Council of the United States are echoing.
In time, the universities and colleges may provide better opportunities
for schoolteachers in training to become prepared in the histories of
non-Western countries, and young men and women may seek them.

In the meantime, schools with teachers who have had undergraduate
majors or substantive work in regional studies programs (Asia, Africa, the
the Middle East, Latin America) may be able to offer creditable courses
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in the histories of' those regions or individual counrries _thin _hem.
In fact, any properly trained history teacher with the initiative and
the time ought to be able to "work up" an acceptable course. Few have
the background, however, and probably few schools can afford to relieve
those who have from their responsibilities as teachers of American,
European, and U.S. history.

Notwithstanding, the advantage is worth pursuing, and the Commission
recommends pursuit.

Ma place for a modest but
irreducible minimum_ of histo

The Commission's recommendations for an irreducible minimum of
history in school are modest. In summary, they call for the integration
of sound historical content in the teaching of elementary school
children, for three histories and a fourth when practicable in secondary
school. That much history takes no more schedule time than most schools
now allow history, no more teachers, no more classroomsand appropriately
less time than the entire social studies -curriculum area" enjoys.

The Commission hopes that when schools make provision for the
irreducible minimum, they can also make provision for good electives in
history. Most students can profitably take more than the minimum, and
those whose interest is keen ought to have the opportunity. Where
teachers have the bent, the preparation, and the time, and where students
have the interest, schools do well -to offer the history of England or
Russia, for example, or'one of the non-Western regions or countries.
And certainly the "ancient history" of Greece and Rome can always take
a valuable place in the curriculum of schooling.

The implication of this suggestion is not that history should take
over the social studies, although social studies courses of questionable
worth might well give place. Perhaps the obvious way to make more room
for history in the curriculum is to unload the "add-ons" that social
studies teachers are expected to carry: career education, values clarifi-
cation, death _educaton,and so on and on. The issue is controversial,
and beyond the scope of this report. It is enough to say here that in
order to give students more than the minimum benefit of history, schools
already overcommitted must begin to sort out the commitments and decide
which of them have the most pressing claims,--which hold the greatest
promise for the education schools are established to provide. History's
claim, the Commission believes, can hardly be denied.
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EPILOGUE

In this report the Commission has argued for renewed attention to
the teaching of history in the schools. History by which the Commission
means discriminating, intellectually fruitful recourse to appropriate
pieces of past human experience unquestionably plays a vital role
throughout our society. More to the-point, it retains the power to
contribute elements of order and insight to the student's learning in
many other subjects. Yet almost everywhere in the schools it lacks this
vitality and this power. In particular, it suffers froth confusion with
the social studies, and its aims and perspectives suffer from being
subordinated to other ways of studying society. History's claims and
perspectives, as sketched out in Chapter III, are at the heart of the
Commission's argument. For fuller understanding of what is at issue no
student of history can do better than read, thoughtfully, some of the
examples of first-rate historical work listed for this purpose in
Appendix C.

In its recommendations, which are set forth previously and also
summarized below, the Commission Speaks to a variety of audiences. It

addresses the full range of those who respect the study of history and
are now in a position to help restore it as a powerful contributor to
student learning in our schools.

First, of course, are the school board members and school adminis-
trators who together are in the primary position to restore to history
the resources and distinctness in faculty structure that may be indis-

,

pensable for its effectiveness.

Second cote all who share in the training, preservice and inservice,
of history teachers for the schtAlls. It is the Commission's hope that
in the near future history teach,,,zs will enjoy a sounder foundation in
the - liberal arts than.is currently afforded them. But at the center of
their initial preparation and its subsequent updatings there must be a
lively sense of the difference between flaccid, routine historical study
on the one hand, and on the other the invigorating kind of historical
work that communicates to students. In particular the Commission hopes
that historians in college and university departments will show a more
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dependable readiness to play their pert in this education of history
teachers, contributing a better sense of the intrinsic power of his-
tory at the same time that they themselves come to grasp better the
constraints and opportunities of learning in high-school classes.

Third, and probably most important, are the teachers in the
classrooms and those who as their immediate supervisors can most
directly support them. Even before aid arrives from higher adminis-
tration or distant education faculty, some teachers will find it
possible to take heart, to establish contact with like-mighed col-
leagues, and to hit upon realistic improvements in their own procedures.
The fading away of external supports has led in many places to un-
realistically low expectations of what students will do, and can gain,
in historical study. Enectations are crucial, and the initiatives of
teachers themselves, in parallel with those of administrators and
teacher-trainers, can accomplish more than either alone.

The Commission is also addressing this report to the parents of
young people who are studying history. Whatever the home, historically
sensitive minds can mean just as much to the student's growth in skills
and understanding as can the historically well-educated teacher in the
schoolroom, and neither works well without some support from the other.
Parents do well to appreciate that the acquisition of historical under-
Standing is a multifaceted process which gains from leisure-time
reading, from trips to historical sites and new parts of the country
(and world), from living room or dining room arguments that involve
quick recourse to reference books, as well as from the regular homework,
that means profitable classroom hours in school. If parents are them-
selves readers of history, this alone may help their children come to
appreciate it, notwithstanding the currents of teenage interests.
(Selected reading lists in history and historical fiction are suggested
for all ages in the appendices to this report.) But the classes at
school are the most powerful enrichers of the horizons and overtones
of teenage discourse, and parents who lend words of appreciative support
to the history teacher, or make well-timed suggestions at PTA meetings
or in words with school board members, both help their children and serve
as responsible citizens.

These are merely the chief roles in which readers of this report
can contribute to enabling history to play its part in restoring
education in the schools to full vigor. For convenience, the report's
recommendations follow here, even though in this form they are only the
bare bones of what the Commission is convinced is a lively and urgent
matter:

I. The preparation of all schoolteachers should begin
with a coherent, rigorous liberal education.



The preparation of history teachers should include
concentration in history, taught by professional
historians and augmented by significant study in
such related fields as literature, the arts, anthro-
pology, and the social sciences.

The preparation of history teachers requires courses
in the writing of history and historical method, to
make them aware of differences in interpretation and
capable of evaluating the textbooks available for
their use.

IV. The preparation of history teachers requires such
training in writing as to make concern for clear
writing an integral part of their history teaching.

V. The preparation of history teachers requires
pedagogical training.

VI. The essence of inservice preparation is that the
teacher should never stop learning.

VII. The irreducible minimum begins in the elementary
grades by giving the K-6 student an acquaintance
with the past -through progressively sophisticated
narratives.

VIII. The irreducible minimum in the secondary school
must meet clear standards. \-

IX. The irreducible minimum for secondary schools
should include a topical study of U.S. history
and a survey of U.S. history.

X. The irreducible minimum for secondary schools
should include a survey of European history.

XI. Beyond the irreducible minimum for secondary
schools, the history of a non-Western country or
area should, as a rule, be included.
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pendix
Aids for History Teachers

Throughout the report the Commission has stressed the need for
history teachers to keep, learning more-history. In particular, teachers
who are, already in the classroom should take every occasion and any
means to acquire more knowledge of the subject. Such efforts cannot
fail to increase the teachers' enthusiasm for and love of history and
aventually to inspire their students.

Both the Americdh Historical Association and the Organization of
American Historians support programs and publish materials for the
specific use of the history teacher. The Society for History Education
publishes a quarterly (The History Teacher) that reports on promising
classroom strategies, analyzes new interpretations and trends in histor-
ical fields, and includes critical reviews of textbooks and other
materials for classroom use. Teachers are urged to familiarize them-
selves with the resources available through-these three organizations.
Often the pamphlets, newsletters, or other publications for teachers
can be purchased separately by non-members. For The History Teacher,
write The Society for History Education, Inc. Department of History,
California State Univeraity, 1250 Bellflower Boulevard, Long Beach, CA
90840. Individual numbers are $5.00va year's subscription is $15.00.

The journal of the-National-Council for the Social Studies (NCSS),
Social Education, includes reports on materials of interest to the history
teacher. In addition there is a Special Interest Group for History
Teachers (SIGHT) within the NCSS.' United by a professional concern about
the teaching of history, SIGHT publishes a newsletter that welcomes
new subscribers for $5.00 a year. (Check payable to SIGHT may be sent
to Catherine W. Edwards, 4340 Drew Circle, Boulder, CO 80303.):

In view of the abundance of aids now available to history teachers,
our suggestions are highly selective. We mean to concentrate not on
classroom strategies or curriculum planning but on materials that can
add to the teacher's store of historical information.
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The -erican Association_ for State and-Local His ( AASLH)

The AASLH offers many resources of value to history teachers. Of
first importance is its Directory, which can be found in most libraries
and historical associations. In it are listed the names of almost
10,000 societies and organizations. With entries arranged by states,
the directory makes it easy for a teacher to identify the organization
that is most likely to answer questions or make available useful
materials.

In addition to the directory, the AASLH has published more than
30 books and sponsored the writing of the national history state by
state. Although some of the AASLH's books are primarily of concern'
archivists and historical societies, many represent a most useful re-
source for the classroom teacher:--books on oral history, a pictorial
guide to styles and terms in American architecture (1600-1945), and a
recent publication by Thomas J. Schlereth, Artefacts and _the American
Past. The 51 volumes of state histories are now complete and are
available through the publisher (W. W. Norton and.Co, Inc.).

\

Through its monthly magazine (History News) and a variety of educa-
tion programs, the AASLH offers so many resources for the teacher of
American history that teachers should urge their local library to join
the association or even become individual members. Inquiries should
be addressed to the American Association for State and Local History,
708 Berry Road, Nashville, TN 37204. Individual' numbers are $3.00;
a year's subscription is $20.00.

The American Historical Association (AHA) P hlet Series

Between 1956 and 1970, the AHA published more than 500 pamphlets
for use primarily by teachers in the schools. In 1970 the original
series was dropped, to be succeeded by the present one. Included are
narrative and critical essays, bibliographical guides on topics in
history, historiography, U.S. history, ancient and medieval history,
modern Edropean history, and the history of Afkiha, Asia, and-the
Pacific. A compfete list of title's including earlier ones still in
print is available on request to the American Historical Association,
400 A Street, SE, Washington, DC 20003. The pamphlets (usually 25-50
pages long) are sold at $1.00 to $3.50 each, prepaid.

Historical Association Pamphlets

/
For many years the Historical Association of London has published

several series of pamphlets on English, European American, and world
history, complete with bibliographies and usually about 20-50 pages in
length. A list of the pamphlets presently available can be obtained
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from the Secretary, the Historical Association, 59a Kensington Park Road,
London, SE 11;45 H, England. Please send an addressed return envelope
with International Stamp Coupons for postage. The association also
publishes Teaching History three times a year with articles on teaching
and lesson planning, and reviews of textbooks.

More Popular Publications of possible Use
to the History Teacher

In their different ways the following periodicals all represent
continuing sources of additional, often novel, and different historical
information for classroom teachers. Libraries should be encouraged to
subscribe to them.'

1. History Today: For more than 30 years the English monthly,
History Teacher, has featured a great variety of historical articles.
EaCth iasue contains 8-10 articles ranging from ancient history to con-
temporary history, dealing with periods, events, and biographies from
all over the world. Popular in style and with excellent illustrations,
each article includes a brief bibliography. In addition to book
reviews, the new editors have added special departments on military
affairs, food, archi-ecture, and archaeology. Inquiries should be
addressed to the Long _n Group Limited -Subscriptions Department, Fourth
Avenue, Harlow, Essex, M195 AA, Engl-nd.

2. American Heritage: American publication, also more than 30
years old, American Heritage_ comes out bimonthly. It was founded by
the American Association for State and Local History and the Society of
American Historians. Featuring pictures, its articles are usually on
topics of American interest or relevance. It includes book reviews.
Write American Heritage Publishing Companyi 10 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, NY 10020. Individual numbers are $6.00; a year's subscription
is $24.00.

3. Current History. Fou_ded in 1914 and appearing nine tikes a year,
Current History includes a wide range of articles on contemporary affairs
and personalities as seen in an historical perspective. Write Current
History,-4225 Main Street, Phildelphia, PA 19127. Individual numbers
are $2.75; a year's subscription is $20.00.
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Appendix B
History for the Early School Years

A wealth and variety of materials are available to help introduce
students to history in the elementary grades. This summary is merely
representative and is meant to suggest whpt is available by citing a
few titles of proven worth. TeXtbooks have not been included, nor have
audio-visual materials--now appearing in ever-increasing quantity--
which an be most useful in introducing a topic to a class. Most of the.
books listed could be defined as historical fiction and biography.
In both genres the setting is historical, and both can begin to ac-
quaint students with the past. Young schOolchildren can also come
history through folklore and legend.

Geography and Resource Materials'`

/Although an and erstanding of any continuous time-line comes later- -)

for children, a curiosity about far-off places appears early, especially
when the young student peoples them with historical or mythical figures.,
Here are some useful books that will help weld geography and history
indissolubly together: ,

,Isaac Asimov, Words -on the Map. Houghton-Mifflin, 1962.
All of the states and major cities in the,United
States are covered, as are most of the major cities
and countries throughout the world, their mountains,
rivers, lakes, and seas. For 10 years and older.

Bernadine Bailey, Picture Book of Alabama Alb rt-
Whitman; 1966. One of a series of books on all the
states. Simply and clearly written, giving a brief
history and geographical information on each state.
For middle an&upper grades.

Allan Carpenter, New Enchantment of America, Alabama.
Children's Press, 1968. First of a series. on each
state. Gives an excellent history and reference
section. For middle and upper grades.



P. E. Cleator, Exploring the World of Archaeologt.
Children's Press, 19.66. DesCribes the scientific
methods used to piece together a picture of life
in Pompeii, along the Nile, ancient Troy, and in
the lands of the Inca, Maya, and Aztec Indians.
For 10 years and older.

Edgar B. Wesley, Our United States_, ItsHistory in Maps.
Denoyer, 1961. A presentation of American history maps
and charts. Stresses acquisition of information from
the maps. For 10 years and older.

As they begin their acquaintance with the past, elementary school
students need to acquire the habit of searching and researching as many
sources as possible; too 'often they use the encyclopedia as the
primary resort for information instead of the last. The following
books are representative of the variety of other resources that ele
mentary students should begin to explore:

Roger Duvoisin, They Put_Our to Sea: The Story_of_the :Map.
Knopf, 1944. Beginning with the early trSde-rs; this book
traces the exploration of-the world through the discoveries
of. Magellan. Grades 5 and up.

Colin McEvedy and Sarah McEvedy, The Classical World.
Macmillan, 1974. An atlas of world history, beginning
at 300 B.C. and continuing to 400 A.D., from Alexander the
Great to the decline of the Roman Empire. Wellillustrated
with more than 50 historical maps and excellent coMnentaries.
Grades 6=12.

Ann McGovern, If you Lived in Colonial Times. Four Winds
Press, 1969 -_ This favorite asks and answers questions
children m out New England life between
1650 and 17 K-3.

William C. La Everyday Things= in American Life,
Vol. I (1607-1776) & Vol. II (1776-1876). Scribner's
Books, 1937 & 1941. ,'During the period 1776-1876, the
community element steadily grew in national emphasis.
.Discusses everyday activities and improvements.

Edwin Tunis, Frontier Limiu.. World Publishers, 1961.
This book describes the life of early settlers of the
American frontier: where and how they lived, what
they wore, and how they governed themselves.-
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Tunis Edwin. Colonial Living. World Publication, 1957.
The details of daily life in the colonies, from earliest
times to the American Revolution, are found in this volume.
The work of the craftsman and many other aspects of colonial
life are well-illustrated and clearly defined.

Snyder, Gerald. In the Foo of Lewis and Clark.
National Geographic Societ1970.y, The author and his
family retrace the journey up the Missouri River and on
to the Pacif There are historical illustrations by
artists of eer times as well as present-day photographs.

Main, Mildred- Footprints, Steck, 1957. A collection
of brief biog-raphies of 25 pioneers of the South
including national and lesser-known leaders.

A source of a different sort is Cobblestone: The Histor Magazine
for Young People. Each monthly issue concentrates on a single topic
Our Voyage to the Moon, The Presidential Elections 1789-1980) by means
of stories, poems, maps, puzzles, and suggestions for further reading
(Digging Deeper). For more details, write Cobblestone, P.O. Box 959,
Farmingdale, NY 11735.

History Reading for Elementary Grades

The list is for reading aloud, a (perhaps daily) practice that
delights students and can provide a welcome change of pace for both
students and teacher. Books that the students seldom select for
themselves, and books that make a strong social statement of the time
prove successful.

Scott O'Dell, Island of the Blue Dolphins. Houghton-
Mifflin, 1960. The story of an Indian girl who spent
18 years alone on the Island of St. Nicolas off the
California Coast. It is the story of her courage, self-
reliance, and acceptance of her fate. Grades 7 and up.

Elizabeth B. De Trevino, I, Juan De Papeja. Farrar,
Strauss & Giroux, 1965. The story of the lives of two
men, one a slave and_one a portrait painter, at the Spanish
court in the 17th century. Grades 7 and up.

Jean L. Latham, Carte on Mr. Bowditch. Houghton-Mifflin,
1955. Apprenticed at the age of 12, Nat spends his days
working and his nights learning about ships and the sea.
Grades 6 and up.

Mark Twain, Huckleber- Finn The classic can still be
read as a'"funny, touching, rambling, shrewd, and honest
story of boyhood." Grades 5-10.
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Eloise McGraw, Mocassin Trail. McGraw Hill, 1952. A white
boy attacked by a grizzly is rescued and raised by the
Crow Indians. Grades 5-8.

Marjorie K. Rawlings, The Yearling. Scribner, 1938. The
story concerns the adventures of a boy growing up in the
scrub country of Florida. Grades 4-7.

Rolling C. Hailing, Paddle to the_Sea. Houghton-Mifflin,
1941. The story of the voyage of a tiny model canoe from
the Canadian wilderness down to the sea is remarkable as
a lesson in geography as well as a story of courage.
Grades 4-6.

The following highly selective list
material for students to read on their own.

eco nded as reading

Historical Fiction:

Clyde Robert Bulla, Viking Adventure, Crowell1963.,

On the long. voyage to Vinland and home, a Viking's son
grows into a man. Grades 3-4.

Erik Christian Haugaard, Hakon of Rogen's Saga. Houghton-
Mifflin, 1963. Set at the end of the Viking period, this
is the story of the powerful ruler of the Island of
Rogen in Ancient Norway and the impetuous deed which brought
about terrible calamity and nearly robbed his son of a
rightful inheritance.

Rosemary.Sutcliff, Warrior Scarlet. Walck, 1958. Despite
a crippled arm, Drem regains his tribal status in the
Bronze Age of England. Grades 5-9.

John R. Tunis, Silence Over Dunkerque. Morrow, 1962.
powerful story of the evacuation of Dunkerque. Grades

U.S. Historical Fictio

Zachery Ball, North to Abilene. Holiday, 1960.
The resourcefulness of orphaned Seth is challenged in a
1000-mile cattle drive in this fine tale of the early
cattle industry. Grades 4-6.

Carol Ryrie Brink, Caddie Woodlawn, Macmillan, 1935.
The adventures of Caddie growing up in Wisconsin in 1864
provide interesting reading. Grades 6-8.
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Clyde Robert Bulla, Down the Mississippi. Crowell, 1954.
Storms and Indian raids add plenty of excitement as Erik
leaves his Minnesota farm to go down the river on a log
raft. Grades 5-8.

Bruce Catton, Banners at Shenandoah. Doubleday, 1955.
An absorbing tale of Civil War days of young Bob Hayden,
flag-bearer for General Sheridan. Grades 7-9.

Alice Dalgliesh, The Courage_of Sarah Noble. Scribner,
1954. The story of eight-year-old Sarah who courageously
accompanies her father into the wilderness and stays with
an Indian family in her father's absence. Grades 4-5.

Walter D. Edmonds, The Matchlock Gun, Dodd, 1941. -this
book vividly describes an Indian attack on colonial settlers.
Grades 5-6. X.

Esther Forbes, Johnny Tremain. Houghton-Mifflin, 1943.
The story of a boy's desire to be a silversmith during
t 'he American Revolution. Grades 5-7.

Irene Hunt, Across Five Aprils. Follett, 1964. An
impressive book both as an historically authenticated Civil
War novel and as a beautifully written family story. Grades
6-9.

Jean Lathan, This Dear-Bought Land. Harper, 1957. An
outstanding story of Captain John Smith and the settlement
of Jamestown. Grades 5-7..

Scott O'Dell, The Kinga_Fifth. Houghton-Mifflin, 1966.
Set in old Mexico, this is a story of a mapmaker whose
search for knowledge was clouded by a lust for gold. He
learns that man needs the light of the spirit to guide him.
Grades 5-8.

Scott O'Dell, Sing Down the Moon. Houghton- Mifflin, 1970.
Written in a simple, almost terse style, this book makes
more vivid the tragedy and danger faced,by a young Indian
couple forced from their homeland. Grades 5 -9.

Elizabeth George Spears, Calico Captive. Houghton-Mifflin,
1957. A stirring junior novel of Miriam Willard, a young
Indian captive taken to Canada during the French and Indian
War. Grades 7-9.
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pendix C
History in Paperback

The following short list of books has been drawn up in the hope
that the readers of this report may be moved to read more history.
Although availability in a paperback edition was of importance, the
works chosen all satisfy in their different ways the criteria developed
in the report. All contribute to the narrative story of the past,
providing readers with a perspective of themselves and their world,
and strengthening their judgment by means of vicarious experience.
There is also considerable excitement, satisfaction, pleasure, and even
inspiration to be found in them.

Philippe Aries, Centuries of Childhood, A Social
History of_Family-Life. Knopf, 1962. Full of stimu-
lating, fresh views and new kinds of evidence, this
book opened up a field of study now being pursued
vigorously in ways the author himself appreciates as
yielding a sounder picture of a part of our past hitherto
ruled by stereotypes..

T. S. Ashton, The Industrial Revolution 1760=1830.
Oxford University Press, 1948. After describing earlier
forms of industry in England, the book analyzes the coming
of technical innovations to the factory, foundry, and mine.
Thanks to growing supplies of land, labor, and capital,
there resulted an expansion of industry so rapid and wide-
spread that it has been called a revolution. In fewer than
200 pages, the book explains the revolution's significance--
social and intellectual, as well as economic and technical
--for England, all of Britain, and eventually the world.

M. I. Finley, The World of Odysseus. Penguin Books, revised
edition, 1978. In the author's words: If it is true that
European history began with the Greeks, it is equally true
that Greek history began with the world of Odysseus." His
world was.a coherent society with social institutions and
values, perhaps quite alien to today's, but neither improbable
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nor unfamiliar to anthropologists. Using the
whole range of literary; historical, and archaeological
scholarship, the author has brought new light to an
old subject.

Richard Hofstadter, The American Political Tradition
And the Men Who Made It. Vintage, 1948. Through 12
biographies, from the Founding Fathers through Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, the author provides an interpretation
of the American past. He sees in American history a unity
of cultural and political tradition upon which American
civilization has stood. In the past, this culture-has been
intensely nationalistic, often isolationist, fiercely
individualistic, and capitalistic. Hofstadter asks whether
in today's cultural crisis these traditional ideas and
values will prove successful.

John Keegan, The Face of_Battle, A Study of Agincourt,
Waterloo and the Somme. Random, Vintage V-402, 1976.

dIn this dramatic reconstruction of what three crucial
battles in Western history were like for the soldiers in
the midst of them, the author combines analysis with
narrative, the most difficult of all the historian's arts.
In making the reader experience a battle as it really was,
he succeeds at the historian's highest duty and propagates
understanding of, not merely knowledge about, the past.

Georges Lefebvre, Coming of the French Revolution.
Princeton Press, 1947. The French Revolution has been
called "the greatest turning point of modern,civilization,
yet there has been a continuing debate over its causes.
Although this book carries the story only a few months
into the Revolution, it sets out clearly "the dynamics by
which the Revolution continued to be moved." In particular
it examines the different interests of such social classes
as the aristocracy, the bourgeoisie, the peasants, and the
town laborers.

Garrett Mattingly, The Armada. Houghton-Mifflin, Sentry
17, 1959. A skillful narrative weaves together the varied
causes of one of the'great events in 17th-century English
and European history, realistically appraising its short-term
and long-term significance for all parties.
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Samuel E. Morison, The Maritime History of Massachusetts.
Houghton-Mfflin, 1942. In the author's words, for 200
years, the Bible was the spiritual, the sea the material,
sustenance of Massachusetts.- "During the second half of
this period the maritime enterprise of the Commonwealth
was spreading out to include ship-building, shipping,
seaborne commerce, fishing, and whaling. Morison shows
history and geography constantly reacting on each other,
and examines the social and political implications of
maritime activity. He is skillful at turning a phrase
("the sea is no wet-nurse to democracy") and an artist at
painting a scene with words.

Roland Oliver and J. D. Fage, A_Short_History of Africa.
Penguin Books, 1962. With the 20th century, its wars and
revolutions, the vision of a Europe - centered world has
disappeared. Africa, once seen as4 dark continent "lit
only,by flashes of foreign penetration," is now recognized
as having a rich, varied, and quite separate history.
The authors have made good use of a variety of disciplines
to pull all this together into a shcirt narrative.

David M. Potter, People of plenty: Economic Abundance and
the American Character. Chicago Press, 1954. The author
makes use of the behavioral sciences as well as history to
bring a fresh understanding to the study of American nation-
al character, analyzing the influence of a single historical
factor--an economy of abundance--on the shaping of that character.

Richard W. Southern, The Making_pf the Middle Ages. Yale
Press, 1961. For the formative period from 970 to 1215---
when the important changes in Western Europe were without
dramatic events or clearly decisive moments--the author
concentrates on the main personalities and influences of
the age. In Southern's words, "th76-BAabilization of/the
boundaries of Europe, the slow r6coverf political order
and the unprecedented acceleration 01 economic activity"
made possible such significant changes in thought and feeling
as the reconquest of Greek thought.

Jonathan Spence, Emperor of China: Self - Portrait of K'ang -hsi.
Random, 1975. The author has reconstructed an autobiograph-
ical memoir out of the Emperor's own - recorded- words. Under
such topics as ruling, thinking, growing old, and sons,
Spence has filled in the life (1654-1722) of the second
Manchu Emperor, a contemporary_ -of Louis XIV and Peter the
Great.
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Kenneth M. Stampp, The Peculiar Institution, Slavery in
the Ante-Bellum South. Vintage, V253, 1956. Starting
with the premise that slaves were "merely ordinary human
beings," the author calmly addresses such questions as what
slavery was like, why it existed, and what it did to the
slaves, their owners, the South, and the country at large.
Much of the book's value rests on the historian's paradox:
"knowledge of the past is a key to an understanding of the
present.- Yet the author goes on to prove that the his-
torian's "knowledge of the present is clearly a key to an
understanding of the past."

Richard H. Tawney, Religionandthe_ Rise of Capitalism;
A Historical Study. Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1926. This
book examines the interaction of economic practices and
religion from the Middle Ages to the 17th century. Persua-
ded that Christianity had lost its proper concern for the
whole range of social and economic life, the author shows
how the autonomy of economics replaced the organic social
theory of the Christian church.

Keith Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic. Scribner,
1971, Because science has increased our understanding of
our environment during the past 200 years, it is hard to
realize how much the 16th- and 17th-century residents of
England needed magic of every sort. Only with the help of
=magical beliefsmagic itself, astrology, and witchcraft--
were they able to protect themselves against the uncertain-
ties of their world. While tracing- the evolution of these
beliefs, the author shows them at work on the lives of
ordinary people.

John William Ward, Andrew Jackson, Symbol for an Age.
Oxford University Press, 1955. This is a study of both
Jackson and his times. Three abstractions--nature, provi-
dence, and willwere realized in Andrew Jackson, but
abstractions, in the author's words, "are not generally
effective instruments of persUasion." Symbols, however,
can make abstract ideals concrete, and Andrew Jackson ,
embodied the spirit of his age.

Edmund Wilson, To The Finland Station; A Study -in the Writing
and Acting of History. Doubleday, Anchor, 1953. The title
of this book is taken from Lenin's April 1917 train trip
across Germany to Moscow's Finland Station to join the
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Russian Revolution. The book traces the origin and nature
of the ideas Lenin brought with him. Premised on Vico's
belief in the organic growth of human society, it chronicles
the growth of the revolutionary tradition in Europe and
its metamorphosis into socialism.

C. Vann Woodward, The Strange Case of Jim Crow. Oxford
University Press, 3rd edition, 1974. The author shows that
in the history of race relations in America, segregation
appeared in the North while slavery still existed in the
South. It moved South only after 1865, and spread there
after the collapse of the First Reconstruction in 1877.
Eventually Jim Crow (as the institutionalization of segre-
gation was called) spread throughout both the South and the
North. Only in May 1954 did the Supreme Court decision in
Brown v. the Toeka Board of Education reverse this trend
and usher in today's Second Reconstruction.



Appendix D
The Historical Novel

A glance at the paperback shelves of any bookstore is enough to
demonstrate the continuing popularity of the historical novel., Al-
though this fact does not reflect an increased interest in history,
it does support the Commission's contention that history as story
has wide appeal. Human history is the story of people, and if these
people are interesting, beautiful, or in danger, a historical novel
can be given shape. How much the result remains history, however, is
still in question; the line between romantic history and historical
romance is a fine one.

Over a century and a half ago, thanks to Sir Walter Scott, the
historical novel came into being. Steeped in the clans and covenan-
ters of his native Scotland, Scott made good stories out of the re-
markable adventures of ordinary people and showed how people very
much like ourselves conducted their lives under very different con-
ditions. Too many of his successors do violence to the historical
capacities of their readers either by misrepresenting the details of
daily life in an earlier period or by infusing their characters with
today's concerns and assumptions. In fairness to the authors of
historical fiction, it must be admitted that today-even educated
readers know so little history that they find it difficult to meet
the author half way in any excursion into the past.

Any excursion into the past through a good historical novel can
stimulate a taste for history and generally heighten the' reader's
understanding and human sympathy. At its best, the historical novel
is a stimulus to its readers' imagination and critical faculties;
at its worse, it is little more than entertainment or escape. The
ideal fusion of history and fiction was best described by historian
Herbert Butterfield: "History is put to fiction as a poem is put to
music." The novelist is peculiarly able to "feel with people unlike
himself and look at the world with their eyes."
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Historical Novels Recommended

To select a representative sampling of good historical novels
out of the hundreds available is risky business. To ensure diversity,
each member of the Commission was asked to nominate a favorite, and he
they are:

John Buchan, Prester John. Houghton Mifflin, 1910. The

story of a young aCotsman who becomes a storekeeper in
South Africa, only to become involved with the mysterious
spirit of Prester John's legendary empire. (Africa, 19th

century)

Isabel Colegate The Shooting- Party, Viking Press, 1980,
Upper-class England just before World War I. (England,
early 20th century)

Charles Dickens, Tale of Two Cities, Oxford University,
1903. France of the Ancien Regime and the, Revolution.
(France and England, 18th century)

Walter Edmonds, Drums Along the Mohawk. Little, Brown &
Co., 1936. A pioneer family of the Mohawk Valley during
the American Revolution. (America, 18th century)

Howard Fast, April Horning. Crown Publishers, Inc., 1961.
A story of Lexington, Concord, and the beginning of the
French Revolution. (America, 18th century)

Leon Feuchtwangler, Proud Destiny. Viking Press, 1947.
France of the Ancien Regime, the court of Louis XVI andMar_EL-
Antoinette, and Benjamin Franklin in Paris. (France, 18a
century),.

Anatole France, The Cods Are Athirst. Folcroft, 1980.
Revolutionary Paris during the Reign-of Terror. (France,

18th century)

Kenneth Roberts, Arundel. Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1930.
A chronicle of the Province of Maine and of the secret
expedition against Quebec. (Colonial America, 18th century)
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Wallace Stegr-In le f Re ose. Doubleday & Co. Inc.,

1971. Four ne-rations 1870-1970) in the life of an
American falmtl-lythat hel_ped to shape the West. (America,

19th and 20G1 1 centuries) --

Gore Vidal, ?_53titr. Randm House, 1973. Burr--traitor or
patriot?--i0 asked and amLnSwered in a -suave, satiric
telescoping"' p1 early American history. (Colonial
America, 180--a century)

Robert _Penn 1.44trea, All the King's Men. Random House,

1960. The PL'T.-e and fall__ of Louisiana politician Huey
Long. (AnterEOLta,am 19Os)
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